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CTAPTER I
IHTRODtJOTIOW: CHARLES 0. PINNET,
FVANGKL IST-TRFOLOGIAN
In apppoAohlag the study of the life and thought of
�o uaiqiM ana fascinating a figure as Ohajples G, Finney , it
is well nigh inpoesible to resist assigning him a rank as
regards his influence in his generation^ his century, and
the history of the Ghristian Church. Albert G. Barnes
writes of him, '�Charles Grandiaon Finney was a portent, one
of the notable figures in the moral history of the nineteenth
century, and one of the greatest of modern evan geliets ."^
The revivalism of this man of God set in motion currents of
spiritual influence that made a transforming impression upon
the moral character of the entire nation. His influence eon-
tinizes to be felt to this day. The very least that can be
said oonoeming him is that he cannot be fairly ignored by
any conscientious student of evangelicalism. One whose in
fluence played such a large part In the history of the CHhris-
tian movement during the last century, and did so beoause of
his conswing passion for lost men and his firm relianoe u|>�
on the faithfulness of God in honoring His Word, such a one
Gilbert H. Barnes, The Anti-Slavery Impulse. 1830 -
1844 (Hew Yorkj D. Appleton - Century Co., 1935), p. 9.
2deserves a thoughtful hearing even in this generation*
I. HIS SIPHIFICAKGF AS A RFLICIOas LFADER
Plnney was a iiian of sMuny parts�school teacher, law
yer, educator, writer, theolo^gian, reformer. But in Septem
ber of 1821, in the law office of Judge Benjamin Wright, tHi-
der the mighty baptism of 6od*8 Roly Spirit, Finney became
an evangelist. This 0od*ordained vocation became the con
trolling center of his life, determinative in all that he
did thereafter. Prom the very first, one diseerns the pro
vidential hand of God preparing this unique Instrwent for
the work of evang�lism. Sis social background, education,
mental faculties, habits of thought, even his physical char-
aoteristics contributed to making him the mighty winner of
souls that he became. He had a majestic and cocnanding pre
sence. We was six feet, two inches in height and though his
frame was stately and imposing he possessed a natiural grace
of mov^ent. Wis eyes were expressive and penetrating.
William 0. Ooehran observed in a Memorial Address at Oberlin,
iTls eyes were large and blue, at times mild as an
April sky, and at others, cold and penetrating as pol
ished steel. At times they beamed with love and eysepa-
thy, at other times they became scrutinizing and inscru
table* . .When in the full tide of his eloquence, they
swept his audience like search lights, fascinating, com
pelling attention, yet producing strange, uneasy feel
ings .�
%llllam C. Cochran, Charles G. Finney * Memorial Address
(Philadelphia: J. 8. Llppincott Co .7 1908), p. "TST
3H� poeseeaed what F* ^� Davenport desorlbea as **aImo8t pre-
ternatupal influence of euggeation" which he exercised over
men*s minds. '*lls power to compel individuals and audiences
to his will and purposes was, it seems to me, the most ex
traordinary that appears ia any great evangelist�"^
From almost any standpoint, Finney must be considered
one of the most effective evangelists in history. That b�
possessed the evangelists* genius of bringing men to decision,
the records give abundant evidence. "Hie recoils revral that
in the year 1832 the Prssbyterian churches alone received in
to membership 34,160 persons on confession of faith which
they had made in the Fii^ey meetings."^ During his first
series of campaigns in England during 16^ and 1851 Finney
preached at the Whitefield Tabernacle in London. After seve
ral weeks Finney felt that it was time to call few inquirers.
Upon inquiring as to the availability of an inquiry room on
the premises, the pastor. Dr. Campbell, suggested the Infant
school room seating approximately forty persons. To the a-
masement of the Incredulous clergyman, Finney proposed to use
the British School room, located down the street from the
church several rods, which seated some sixteen hundred persona*
"'Frederick M. Davenport, Primitive Traits in geligious
Rsvivals (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1905), p."T95.
*8obert 0. Perm, Coofperatlve Evangelism (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing Co., l6^), p. 67.
4On the night of hie first inYitation between fifteen and six
teen hundred persons crowded down the lane and into the school
room for instruction on accepting Christ. ^ ^l^lndreds continued
to respond during a nine months ministry there, and on some oc
casions as many as two thousand responded to his invitation.
The sweeping results of his revival in 1831 in Roches
ter, New York, Is perhaps unsurpassed in the history of Ameri
can revivalism.
The influence of this revival m&s felt throu^out the
length and breadth of the land. The great cities especi
ally were moved. It was estimated that more than fifteen
hiBidred towns and cities were blessed with rsvivals of
religion and as many more felt the impulse of the move
ment. During the first five months fifty thousand were
converted, and before the movement had ^ent its force
more than one hundred thousand had been gathered into the
churches of the nation."
"It has been estimated," writes Pred W. Hoffman, "that
during his long ministry he was instrumental in leading near
ly half a million souls to a saving faith in . . . Christ, in
addition to the many thousands who, since his death, have been
richly blessed in their spiritual experience through the read
ing of ? . � his published works. "'^
^Charles G. Finney, SSemoirs of Charles G. Finney (lew
York: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1876}, ip, 4d2 ff .~
^Frank G. Beardsley, A Mighty Winner of Souls (Hew York:
American Tract Society, 1937T, p� 91 �
'^Pred HoffBian, Revival Times in America (Boston: W.
A. Wilde Co., 1956), p. 5fT
5Amazing though these figures may be, far more signi
ficant is the way in which QoA used his servant as perhaps
none other in modern times, to transform whole ccramunlties
throu^ the preaching of the gospel. After about a TOnth of
labors In Rome, Sew York, in 1825, the pastor of the Congre
gational Church, the Rev, Mr, Gillett, reported?
Worldly business was to a great extent suspended. Re
ligion was a principal subject of conversation In our
8tr<�et8, stores y Sind even taverns. Merchants* and me
chanics* shops were many of them closed in the evening,
that all might attend the meeting. All classes of people
were affected. Many who had regularly attended worship
for twenty years, and lived through revivals unmoved,
were now made to tremble and bow before the cross. Pour
lawyers, four physicians, all the merchants who were not
professors before, and men of the first respectability
in tlu!! place are hopefml converts ... A marked reformation
of morals Is too apparent to be denied. The Sabbath is
more strictly observed. Intemperance and profane swear
ing checked. More good feeling in families and neighbor
hoods prevails. The church Is blessed with harmony .8
Forty years subsequent to Finney's ministry in Roches
ter, Hew York, Dr. Charles P. Bush remarked on the effect of
that great awakening.
It is not too much to say that the whole character of
the city was changed by that revival* Uoet of the leaders
of society being converted, and exerting a controlling in
fluence in social life, in business, and in all oivll af
fairs, religion was enthroned as it has been in few other
places ... It always has 'the smell of a field which
the Lord hath blest;* and those who know the place best
ascribe much of all the good which has characterized it to
Beardsley, 0�, cit p. 58,
6the shaping and oentrelling influence of that first
grand revival- Bven the courts and the prisons bore
witness to its blessed effects. There was a wonderful
falling off in crime. The courts had little to do, and
the Jail was nearly empty for years afterwards.�
Finney had an l^>peal to a remarkably broad range of
persons from frontiersman to the sophist ioated intelligent*
sis of Kew inglond. The scope of Finney *8 appeal was great*
ly responsible for the extent of his influence as a revival�
iat� Although h� was especially Influential in bringing
the more wealthy and educated classes to Christ, thousands
of laborers, houss wives, and children found Christ thl*ough
his prsaehing. In 1S4@ Finney was invited to undertake a
second oampaign in iochester. New York, at the request of
the lawyers of that city. As a remit, nearly all of them
were converted.
There has besna some question raised as to the thorough
ness of Finney's ministry in conserving the fruits of his
labors. This was a grave concern to Finney, and one that
strongly influenced him to give serious consideration to the
doctrine of sanotif loation. However, from the first, his
ministry was eharaoterized by fruit that remained. A. M.
Hills, in speaking of Finnay's revivals at Utica �id Rome,
remarks that of five hundred conversions in one place, there
Reminiscences of Rev. Charles a. Finney. (Oberlin: E.
J. Goodrioh, 1876 ) , p � l�7~*
~
�'�Finney, og. olt., jp. 359 ff ,
7was not a case of apostaoy after eight months* He conoludes,
"probably more thorough conversions never took place under
any preacher in the hi8toi�y of the Christian Church ."^^
fhe glory of Finney's evangelism was that wherever
he labored, God raised up soulwinners from among his con
verts that continued to multiply the Impaot of his revivals.
Fr^ the simmer of 1827 until the winter of 1828-29, Finney
preached in Philadelphia. In the spring of 1828 the limtber-
men who came down the Delaware with their rafts, upon hear
ing about the revival in Philadelphia, attended 8 ome of the
meetings. A good ntnnber of these men were brought to Christ.
f^en tfcey returned to their lumber camps, they brought with
them the message of salvation. Ih spite of the fact that
there were no ehtarohes or ministers among them, a revival
began that swept for eighty miles along the river. In two
years five thousand had been converted solely through the
witness of these ignorant lumbermen who had acoepted ^Christ
in Finney's meetings at Philadelphia.^�
In 1836, Flimey acoepted an invitation to become pro
fessor of Systematic Theology at Oberlin Collegiate Institute
in Ohio. For the next forty years of his life, he was comieoted
�^�^A. M. Hills, The Life of Charles G. Finney { Cincin
nati j God's RevivaliiiT ^TO). P- 71.
^^Beardaley, 0�. �it., p. 87.
3with that institution, as professor, and after 1851 as presi
dent, The influence of Finney as a ��:3:iristi&n educator is not
to be underestimated. The prospects at Oberlin upon Finney's
arrival were anything but promising, 2-3 fhe inBtltution was
looated in practically a wilderness. When Finney was invited
to come to the institution by Rev, John Ehipherd, it was an act
of desperation. The Institution was at the point of dissolving.
By every human standai^ it was a foolish venture, but Finney
felt the hand of God in the endeavor and agreed to go. Although
there were only 101 in attendance in 1835 when Finney arrived,
in the face of tremendous difficulties, by 1640 the enrollment
had risen to 404, mostly through his influence . In 1851 when
Professor Finney was mad� president of the college, the enroll
ment leaped within a year from 571 to 1020. It oontinued to
remain above the 1000 mark except for a time during the Oivil
War, Professor Wright observe�, "As already shown, the wide
spread and growing usefulness of Oberlin is preeminently due
to FiiKiey's direct Influence upon the oraamunity, and upon the
sucoepsiv� generations of students who gathered there through
the forty years of his connection with the institution,""^'*
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Oeorge P. I.vright, Charles Grandison Finney (Cambridge:
The Riverside Press, 1895), |p, 113 ffZ
�^*B�ardsley, o�. cit p, 140,
9Fina�7 *a� without a sens� of cozsmisslon in going
to Oberlin, Ohecsebro suggests that his primary interest
was that young men should be taught how to save souls and
conduct revivals. -^^ Finney clearly states hie purpose in
ooming to Oberlin.
But X had come to Oberlin, and resided here, for
the sake of the students, to secure their conversion
and sanetif ioationi and it was only because there was
BO great a number of them here . � � . that I had re
mained here ttom year to year.'^^
Finney was convinced of the potential for evangelism at Ober
lin. It was always for hlra, "God's College." In his commence
ment address of 1851, he reminded the class.
You are not only educated, but educated in God's Col
lege�a College reared xander God, and for Ood, by the
faith, the prayers, the toils and the sacrifices of God's
people. You cannot but know that it has been the sole
purpose of the founders and patrons of this College to
educate here men and women for God and for God's cause.
In 18^ he wrote from England to Henry Gowles,
No one has written me of any special religious inter
est there. This oppresses me. I have no hope for Ober
lin if their zeal for the conversion of souls and the
sanetif ication of believers abates and subsides. It
matters not at all to me how much of money or of students
or of anything else they have. The more of these things
the worse if the leaders fail to be intently
^%oy Allan Cheesebro, The Preaching of Charl es G,
Finney (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale Un ive rs 1 ty~"Gradu-
ate School, 1948), p. 183,
^%inney, o�, olt,, p, 473.
I'^Robert S, Fletcher, A History of Oberlin College .
vol. I (Ohlcagot 'Donelley and'^Sons, 194TT, p, 208,
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aggressive in the direetion of spiritual progress. . .
What is to be done to hold the college to the point for
which it was established?^�
President Finney was not disappointed in his expec
tations. Oberlin became a center of revival fire. Hundreds
of spirit-filled ministers, missionaries, and laymen went
out from Oberlin to bless the world. Robert Samuel Fletcher
reports, "Hot from the fires built by Finney, students and
colonists went out to nearby settlements, to the East, to
the Far West, to the West Indies, and to Africa to kindle
new flames."^�
A consideration of the social impact of Finney's min
istry follows logically that of his aasoolation with Oberlin.
For his very association with that institution gives demon
stration of his keen interest in the social Implications
of the gospel he preached. The emphasis of Finney's approach
to the gospel made social concern Inevitable. Whereas the
Calvinism of his day made salvation the end of all human
desire, Fiiaaey made salvation the beginning of religious
experience instead of its end. Converts did not escape
life, they began a new life "In the interest of God's King
dom. Richard Wlebuhr points out, "He believed. . .that
Ibid., p. 209.
^�Ibld., p. 215.
20i�r�es, o�. Pit., p. 11.
IX
insofar as men were rsoonoilcsd to Ood's will his kingdom
had come, and insofar as men were converted from self to
God and his interests they brought forth fruits of right
eousness in actual social life,"^-^ He quotes Finney as
speaking concerning the Qiristian, "As they supremely val
ue the highest good of baing, they will and must take a
deep interest In whatever is promotive of that end. Hence
their spirit is necessarily that of the reforeier. For the
universal reformation of the world they stand committed ,"22
Fiimey never succumbed to the temptation of becoming
a mere "social gospeler." "The keynote of Firmey's influenoi
uqpon the ant i slavery movement was his preaching of immediate
repentance and immediate restitution,"^� The same may be
said of every social reform he encouraged, Refowa must al
ways be a by-product. The Gospel was to be central.
Theodore Weld, converted laider Finney's preaching at
Tit lea. New York, felt that his father in the gospel had not
quite fulfilled his obligation to the cause of abolition,
m a letter to Weld, McLojaghlin points out,
Finney was so excessively optimistic that he said in
1036 that revivalism could peacefully spread abolition
across 'the whole land in 2 years,' If only, he plead
ed with Weld. . .'the pkblick mind can be engrossed with
the subject of salvation and make abolition an appendage
just as we made temperance an appendage of revival in
Rochester' the whole problem would be solved, 'Then
21h. Richard Nlebuhr, The Kingdom of God America
{Hamden: Shoe String Press, 1^56), p, 156,
^^Loc, cit.
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100,000 were converted In one year, every one of whlcb
was a temperance man. The same w'd be the case in a*
bolitlon��2*
It is not without significance that Timothy Smith ob
serves, "Charles 0. Finney probably won as many converts to
the cause ( ant i-slavery ) as William Lloyd Garrison, even
though he shunned the role of a political agitator for that
of a wlisner of sotils. � .Among these were Weld, Arthur Tap-
pan, first president of the American Antislavary Society,
and Joshua Leavltt, editor first of the The Evangelist, and
then of The Emancipator . "^^
Oberlin College was not only a center of abolitionism,
it was a pioneer in the cause of Women's Eii^ts. It was the
first ihstltution in this country to open its doors on an
equal basis to men and women. It was the first college to
grant a bachelor of arts degree to women upon ccn^lelsion of
the full classical course.
Finney's second wife, was active in oondmting woman's
meetings for prayer and instruotion during his second tour
of England and in subsequent labors in Boston. Partioipation
William G. MoLoughlin, Modern Revivalism {Hew York?
Wie Ronald Press, 1958), p. 111.
^^Tlmothy L* Pmith , Revivalism and fooial Reform (New
York: The Abingdon Press, 1957), p. led.
13
In speaking and praying by women was encouraged. There la
little doubt that this practise gave an initial impulse to
the cause of woman suffrage Kenneth Scott Latcurette de
velops the association of Finney with the movement. He points
out that Klizabeth Gady Stanton was profoundly influenced by
Finney, and married one of his converts,27
A substantial thesis could be written on the social
impact of the Finney revivals. Indeed, one might be written
on his influence in the cause of Abolitionism in the United
States dtiring the last century.28
The abiding influence of Finney is due largely to
his ability and productiveness as a writer. If he had writ
ten nothing except the Revival Lectures . he would have es
tablished himself as an author of permanent significance in
the evangelical movement. The Revival Lectures have not only
borne a formative influence upon thousands of individual
Christian workers with regard to revivals, but they have been
the direct oausc of precipitating unusual movements of the
Spirit for more than one hundred years. Their acceptance
SSprank O, Beardsley, Religious Progress through Re-
ligiouB Revivals (New York: American Tract Fociety, 1943T7
p, l^i,
27Kenneth S, Latourette, The Great Century, Europe and
tJnitcd States of America (Vol, IV of A HTstory of the Expansion
oi bKristianity. New York: Harper and""Ero8., 1951), p, 402,
28For a thorough study of Finney's influenoe on the A-
bolition movement cf, Latourette, cit., pp, 347-350, 392-393,
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and widei-apread uaafulnass was almost Immediate, and contin
ue to the present time*
As early as 1835, a certain Aaron Williams forward
ing his first report from his new appointment in the Congre
gational Church at Fontiac, Michigan, comments concerning
the influenoe of the Lectures,
On Monday I visited the 'Mt, Morris Settlment*, , ,
fhey are a most Interesting people, as are also those
at Qrand Blanc, Thmy oaEwe fresh from the Hew York re
vivals, and still retain much of the spirit. Both chur
ches hold 'reading meetings' on the sabbath. They are
now reading Finney's 'Lectures on Revivals,' and it
might be gratifying to Mr, F, to know that his thrilling
appeals are heard and felt with little less Interest a-
way here in the wilds of Michigan than in Chatham St*
Chapel itself , , .^^
A bibliography of Finney's published works includes
at least fourteen substantial volumes including two volwies
of Systematic Theology, Besides these, Finney published
numerous smaller booklets, tracts, �ad pamphlets. From the
commencement of his ministry at Oberlin, the Oberlin Evange
list, followed by the Oberlin Review, became his larger
voice in proclaiming the truth of the gospel, He contribu
ted scores of articles and letters to both publications from
1838 until early in the 1870's,
tfnfortunately, only three of his works are in print
presently. The Lectures on Revivals of Religion and Memoirs
2%illiam W, Sweet, The Qongregat ional i st s (Vol, III
�^ Religion on the American Froni ier , 1783-1850 , Chicago s
The tJniversi^ oT^Chlcago Press, 1939), pp, 320-321,
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of Ohaplea G. Finney are still being published by the Flem
ing H . Hevell Go . Finney ? s Guide to the Saviour or Condi
tions of Attaining to and Abiding in Entire Holiness of Heart
and Life, first published in 1849, ha� been reprinted under
the editorship of Ifilliam 1. Allen, in England, with the tit-
Sanotif ication.
The foregoing brief introduction to the broad soop�
of Finney's influence in the work of the Kingdom seeks to
provide a background understanding of the lasting worth of
his ministry against which will be projected a stiKly of his
systematic theology concerning especially the doctrine of
sanetif ication. When a man of Finney's aceomplishiBents and
influence turns theologian, his mature understanding of Chris
tian doctrine deserves a careful hearing.
II. SIGHIFIGAROE OF HIS THEOLOGY
Finney's point of view in all his theological posi
tions was eminently practical. It always related the truths
of Christian doctrine to the supreme task of saving the lost
and establishing them in the way of holiness. He was a man
of single purpose* "But one great thing ministers need, and
that la singleness of eye." he declared .^^ To win sotils was
^^Inney, o�. cit.. p. 88,
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his oommission �n<5 consuming purpose. It was deteraiiiiative
In all that he thought, did, or preached. The maintaining
of his intellectual respectability was of no concern. He
had no desire to court the favor of the tuore influential the
ological schools. At the same time h� was not motivated by
any desire to beoome a reformer In theology. Finney needed
a theology that worked r- a theology that got results in the
work of evangelism. His theology was not merely the theology
of an evangelist, but as perhaps none other since Apostolic
times, hie was a theology of evangelism. President James H.
Fairchild, who succeeded Finney as president of Oberlin Col
lege makes the following significant statement conoerning
Finney's theology.
Re came to the study of the Bible and the doctrines of
the gospel with the same freedom of judgment and of ra
tional instinct with which he had apprehended and embraced
the principles of law, and looked for a similar self-evi
dent truthfulness, . .The strong conviction, beginning
with his conversion, and abiding with him to the end,
that he must look to Divine rather than to human guidance,
naturally disposed him to mark out a path for himself j,
, .The mission to i^ioh he felt himself appointed was
that of saving menj and he rejected the old forms of doc
trine because they were a hindrance and not a help in his
work, Ee needed doctrines which he could preach, and
which would move the oonsoiences of men, . ,0n his knees,
before his open Bible, sustained by the prayers and sym
pathy of one good elder, he wrought out his theological
system � not that he might become a reformer in theolo
gy, but that he might qualify himself as 'a workman that
needeth net to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth,
^^Reminiscences , pp, 78-80,
17
In the providence of God, Plnney came to the stiady of
theology untrassaelled by the theological prejudioes of his
tiises. lad he subjected hisiself to the stultifying preach
ments of the Old School we may never have heard of him. He
had no one's favor to curry, no presijqppositions to uphold,
no prejudioas to hinder hl�. Sis baokground in the atudy of
law had trained him in independence of thought. 4. M. Hills
observes,
Fie got a theology forged on the anvil of prayer, drawn
frcaa the Bible, the fountain of truth, with the Holy Ghost
for his theological Instructor, as he knelt above the
sacred page before God, It made Finney an independent,
reverent, Spiritrtai^ht , Bible*f iUed giant in theology.
It prepared a mailed warrior for the pulpit, able to
hew down the Agags and Anaks of sin, and to slay right
and left the enemies of God,�S
Finney possessed a logical pattern of thinking that
was largely responsible for his great effectiveness in con
vincing the minds and moving the wills of the more educated
classes. Re had a singular ability to reason through a situ
ation and shut up his listeners to the inevitable conclusions
of his inescapable logic. Even his intrepid critic, Dr,
Charles Hodge of Princeton admitted that once his basic pre
mises were granted, his conclusions could not b� escaped. Re
termed his logic "relent lesa, The
�%illB. 0�, Pit � , p, 35,
33
p, 39,
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theological conclueion� of a spirit-filled theologian with
a practical, logical bent of mind are of singular importance.
Especially is it so when that theologian has been blessed
with such unusual effectiveness, not only in bringing men
to a decision for Christ, but in establishing them in a holi
ness that continues to yield the peaceable fruits of right
eousness. The significance of a study of Charles G, Finney's
doctrine of sanetif ication is grounded in these considera
tions ,
The doctrine of sanetif ication represents Finney's
most mature thought, Finney tells specifically when he
first gavf consideration to the possibility of sanetif ica
tion as effecting holineiss of life in a work of grace sub
sequent to conversion, in an article in the Oberlin Evange
list , in 1859. "The question In this shape had never come
fairly and fully before my mind as a subject of distinct
consideration till the last winter of my residence in Mew
York."^^ Although Finney had from the first proclaimed the
necessity of holiness of life, and also the baptism of the
Holy Spirit, he never gave consistent formulation to his
views toitil after he came to Oberlin in 183S.
Finney's teaohingr with regard to the doctrine of sane
tification is significant, too, because of his Influenoe with
^^Oharles 0. Finney, "The Promises'*�no, 5 (2 Peter
l�^)f 3!M Oberlin Evangelist. July 17, 18S9, pp. 121-124.
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this regard upon Methodism and the Holiness Movement in gene
ral. It was the preaching of Finney and the Oberlin School
that kept alive concern for the doctrine of sanetif ication
at a time when Methodism was largely neglecting it,^� Mer
rill E, Gaddis states that Oberlin became, in a real sense,
the successor to the Methodist Episcopal Church in the pro
clamation of ChrSstimn Perfection. "Finney was regarded as
a kind of reincarnation of Wesley by meiabers of the holiness
parties and small Method? stlc sects which began to take form
in this period, clamoring for a restoration of primitive Metho
dism, "^e
It is not surprising that the V'jesleyan Methodist per
fectionists in 1B43, the Oneida perfectionists in 1848, and
the Free Methodist perfectionists in 1860 were organized in
what Oaddis describes as "the burnt-over district of the
perfectionist, Finney, "3'''
The extensive influence of the Oberlin school with
its outspoken advocacy of sanetif ication especially through
the ministry of Finney and Asa Mahan, tended to wtsimp the
doctrine with their particular interpretation even in Metho
dist circles,
^%errill F, Oaddis, Christian Perfect icnisg! in Ameri-
oa (unpublished Ph.D, dissertation, Univers!ty of Chicago,
1^89), p, 310.
^�Ibld,, p, 376,
^'^Ibid,, p, 317,
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Plnney and Mahan, tshough opposed at this point ( sano
tifloat Ion as an Instantaneous work), by their Presby
terian and (Songregational confreres, were outspoken ad
vocates of Christian perfection in a period when it was
neglected in many sectors of American Methodism, They
came, therefore, to be considered as champions of the
doctrine among Methodist groups similarly interested
in its promotion. Their Reformed interpretation tended
to .become the standard view even in those nuarters.^�
Finney became a voice for the Holiness Movement dur
ing the latter p&rt of his ministry. Although he was not
totally Wesleyan In his view, his advocacy of the possibili
ty of living without e.in through the sanotif;^ing work of
Christ, kept the matter vivid in the rainds of Ood's people
and resulted in a great revival of interest in the doctrine
during? the last half of the nineteenth century. The ^'oli-
ness MDVfment in the Uhited 5-tates must forever acknowledge
its indebtedness to the ministry of Charles G. Finney. Few
men paid more dearly for their faithful proclamation of what
they conceived to be the whole truth of Ood
Although Finney had great influence i^jon the Wesleyan
groups with regard to the doctrine of sanetif ication, Warfleld
connects him historically with the development of the Higher
Life Jgovement as s�en in the Keswick Conferences of England,
'^'^John L. Peters, Christian Perfection and American
Methodism (lew York: Abingdon Press ,
'
1956 ), p. Tis", Finney
can hardly be placed in the Heformed tradition. He rejected
the Westminster Confession and repudiated the five points of
Calvinism as will be seen later. Peters here refers more to
the Reformed emphasis upon the coneept of divine intervention,
which he feels led to the Oberlin emphasis on the instantane
ous nature of sanetif Ication. Cf. Peters, 0�, cit,, p, 189,
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�speoially through Aaa ISahan. "If oberlin Ferfeotionism ie
dead, it has found its grave not in the at^s of non-existence,
but in the Higher Life Movement, the Keswick KoveiKent, the
Victorious Life ISovement, and other kindred foms of perfec
tionist teachine.**^�
In consideration, then, of the stature of Gharlee Q,
Finney as an evangelist, educator, social reforfflfcr, author,
and theologian, in consideration of his distinctive theology
of evangelism, and of his influenoe upon both the Wesleyan
Holiness Movement and other perfectionist movements finding
their rootage in the Reformed tradition, it is purposed to
engage in a study of his doctrine of sanotif ication in life
and teaching*
III. PURPOSE OF tRE
An attempt Isus been made to captxire the major thrust
of Finney' 8 thought with regard to sanetif Ication. There
are certain problems involved in undertaking this study.
Finney's doctrine of sanotif ication showed definite develop
ment throughout hlK life. A� a result ther-t- are certain a-
reas of ambiguity if not outright contradiction in his works.
Fowever, the major emphasis of his teaching was to the greatest
^^^Benjamin B. Warfleld, Studies In Perfectionism, vol.
II (Hew York: Oxford TJnivereity Frees, TfSl), p. 213.
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extent consistent. Although Plnney possessed the evangelist's
genius of dogmatic and confident preaching, in those areas
where his thought was still in a process of d�V�-lopment , h�
did not claim absolute oonaistonoy. In the preface to his
Systematic Theology first published in 1846 plnney gives an
illuminating statement concerning the development of his
views ,
True Christian consistency does not consist in stere
otyping our opinions and views, and in refusing to make
any improvement lest we should be guilty of change, � ,
I hold myself sacredly bound, not to defend these posi
tions at all events, but on the contrary, to subjf^ot eve
ry one of them to the most thorou|th discussion, and to
hold and treat them as I would the opinions of any one
else, . ,True Christian consiftenoy implies progress in
knowledge and holiness, and such changes in theory and
in practice as are demanded bv increasing light.
On the strictly fundamental questions in theology,
my views have not, for many years, undergone any change,
except as I have a clearer apprehension of them than for
merly ,*C>
Beardsley says of him that it was vain to bring against
his more enlightened view some former argument or statement
of his own, "He would smilingly reply to any such suggestion,
�Well, I don't agree with Finney on that point,' It was his
aim to be right rather than consistent.***^ Within the limita
tions imposed by taking into consideration the development of
^^Cl^arles 0, Finney, gystematio Theology (Kew Torki
George ?J. Doran Co,, 1878), p. xlli, .
^^Beardsley, A Mighty Winner of Souls, p. 142,
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Finney's thought, it is thouj^t poseible to get at the basic
content of his teaching as seen in his life and thought.
The plan of this thesis has been to treat first Finney's
personal experiences as related to the development of his
thought. In Chapter Three the theological prestipposltions of
his doctrine of sanetif ioation have been reviewed. Chapter
Pour has sought to present the heart of Finney�s theological
system with regard to the doctrine of sanetif ioation. Chap�
ter Five has been concerned with "Results and Reactions" to
Finney's preaching of Christian holiness. 5he final chapter
has presented some closing observations, summary, and conclu
sions.
This study has limited itself to a consideration of
Finney's doctrine of sanetif ication as understood to involve
a definite work of God in the heart of man, subsequent to
conversion. In the deveiojaaent of his thou^t, 'sanotif ica
tion' becomes a very broad term. In the earlier years of his
ministry and indeed throughout his ministry in one sense, it
meant obedience to God, or referred to thosc) aspects of re
ligious experience that result in confonaity to the will of
God. In this sense, it has been seen, Finney believed sane
tif ioation to be a concomitant if not a condition of justi
fication. Mankind is to be saved from their sins, not in
their sins* A brief discussion regarding this aspect of
Finney's thought has been developed in connection with the
chapter presenting a theological consideration of his doc
trine of sanotif ioation. But only In an attempt to clear
the ground for an understanding of his teaching concerning
entire or ^permanent sscn ct if ication � In the more Wesleyan
aspects of that term. The author freely admits to Wesleyan
persuasion oonoeming the doctrine under consideration.
HVhile this predisposition may have posed difficulties and
limited the usefulness of the study, it is hoped that an
approach from a Wesleyan baekgroxind has, indeed, been a fac
tor in whatever unique value this study may possess.
Perhaps a word should be appended regarding the work
that has been done in the field. Several biographies written
for popular consumption with a definitely evangelical and
warm devotional spirit have been published within the last
ten or fifteen years. Charles G. Finney. He Frayed l>own Re
vivals by Basil Miller, published by Zondervan in 1941 j Man
of Like Fas 8 ions ; A Dramatic Biography of Charles G. Finney
by Richard E. Day, published by Zondervan in 1942; and Finney
Lives On by President V. Raymond F4man of Viheatoa, published
by Fleming H, Hevell in 19S1, are dependent almost entirely
upon Finney* 8 Memoirs and George F. Wright's definitive work
for their material, !Kbie last of these also contains excerpts
from Finney's Leotures on Revivals, and Lectures to Profes
sing Christians . Perhaps the standard biography of Plnney
IV. PRESE!?T STATUS OF THE PROBLPIM
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In that of P. Wright, professor at Oberlin during
Finney's administration. The volume is not only a first
hand aceotunt of the man and his work, but is one of the few
biographies that gives any adequate treatment of his theology.
It was published by the i^iverside Press in 1995. The raost
valuable recent biography is Frank G. Beardsley*�, A Mighty
Winner of gouls . Oharles G. Finney ; A Study in Evangelism.
published by the American Tract Society, 1937. It contains
a good deal of material that is the result of Independent
research in primary sources.
Two unpublished Ph.D. dissertations have been the most
helpful secondary sources in the preparation of this study.
Perhaps the most thorough study of Finney available is The
Preaching of Oharleg G, Finney, by Roy Alan Oheesebro. Sub
mitted to the faculty at Tale 'Tnlversity in 194B, it is based
upon extensive research in primary sources, including especi
ally correspondence regarding Finney. It gives cuite full
treatment to Finney*8 theology, and an especially helpful pre
sentation of his thought regarding sanotif ioation.
Merrill E. Gaddis* Christian perfecttonisr in America.
available on micro-film, was submitted to the faculty of the
University of Chicago in 1929. It was �specially helpful re
garding Pinney*8 Influence on the Perfectionist movement in
American history, Th� work, in placing Plnney in the histori
cal sequence of perfectionists, is helpful In developing a
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study of the influenoes on Plnney �s thought. The biblio
graphies in both these dissertations have proven indispen
sable, especially that of Cheesebro*
Two laore general works on th� historT of revivalism,
while representing careful scholarship, ar� most inadequate
in their appreoiatlon of the supernatural element in Finney �s
ministry: Bernard A, Weisberger, They Gathered at the River,
and William G. McLoughlin, Modem Revival Ism, published in
1958 .
CHAPTER TWO
PERSONAL EXPERIKHCES OF CHARLES G. FIOTY AS
RELATED TO THE DE?ELOPMEliT OF HIS THO0GHT
In the public records of ��arren, Litchfield County,
Gonaeotiout, there is reference to Josiah Plnney as one of
the earliest settlers. The organisation of the loeal Congre
gational Church was effected at his residence in 17S6. The
wife of Josiah was Sarah Curtiss, a sister of Major Eleaser
Curtiss of Revolutionary fsme. Their first ohlld, Sylvester,
bom March IS, 1759, became a soldier in the Revolutionary
aro^. In 1779 he married Rebeoea Riee of Kent. The seventh
Ghild of this couple, bom in Warren, August 29, 1792, re
flected the literary fashion of his time in receiving the
baptismal name of *Charles Gn^dison,' after one of the ehar-
aoters In Hlchardson's novels.-^
Ihen Gharlee was about two, his family, following the
prevalent tide of emigration, moved., to the wilderness of
Central New York, to Hanover in Oneida County. They remained
here, amid the privations of pioneer life common to those days,
until Charles was sixteen years old. Wright records.
It was the days of th� stage-coach and post-horse, . ,
The country was covered with a dense forest In which clear
ings were inade by slow and painfxil effort. There were but
Wright, OE., olt.. pp, 1-g,
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few ehm*oh�fl and fewer minlaters; eo that Finney in his
boyhood heard very little preaching, and that mostly by
tineducated and Ignorant men.^
About 1808 the family moved to Henderson, Jefferson
County, on the shore of Lake ^tario. After completing such
sttidies as could be taken in the rural schools, young Finney
attended, for two years, Hamilton Oneida Institute, at Clin
ton, Hew York, only a few miles from his father �s farm in
Oneida County
The next four years Finney taught at Henderson, two
months in summer, and three months in the winter. In 1812,
Finney, after abandoning a former intention to join the Navy,
want to Warren, Connecticut to attend aoad<May for two years.
He supported himself by working on his uncle <s farm In summer
and oonduoting a singing school in winter. He had intended
to take a full course at Yale, but his teacher, a Yale gradu
ate, persuaded him that it would be a waste of time. He as
sured him that with the habits of study whioh he had acquired,
he would be able in two years to complete privately the four
years work required for graduation. As a result, Finney spent
the next two years teaohlng in New Jersey, returning to Warren
from time to time to report progress to his teacher. Although
*Ibld�, p. 3.
�Beardsley, A Mighty Winner of Souls , p. 12.
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not a collage graduAtr, he acquired a working knowledge of
the anoient languagee, Latin, Greek, and l^ebrew.
After an absence of four -^^ears, he returned to Uew
York f'tate� Due to the illness of hie mother, and the i^or-
tunlties of his father, he was perswsded to relinquish his
plans of Joining his former teaoher in t^e establishment of
an aoademy in the South. After deliberating ft length as to
his future, he finally entered the office of Judge Benjamin
Wright, the leading attorney in that section of the state,
to study for the legal profession. Thus he oarae to Adams,
Jefferson County, ^ew York, in 1818.^ At Adams he was invl*
ted to take over the direction of the choir at the Presbyteri
an Chupdh. la this capacity he oaisnr under the ministry of the
Rev, George IS. Gale, a Princeton graduate, and a Galvlnlst
of the Old School, Two years later, Finney was admitted to
the bar, and began a hli^ly successful practise In associa
tion with Judge Wrl^t,*^
Referring to the time of his arrival at Adams In 1818,
Finney comments on his religious background,
tJp to this tlm� I had never enjoyed what might be cal
led religious rrlviloges, I had never lived In a pray
ing oowmunity, �xoept during the periods when I was at
tending th� high school In Wew ^gland; and the religion
*Ibld,, pp, 13�1S,
^For a fascinating disoussion of Finney �s possibili
ties In law and politics, cf . Cochran, o�, olt,, yp� 38 ff.
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in that plaoa was of a typo not at all oaloulated to
arrest inj attention. � .1 was almost as ignorant as a
heathen. I had been brought up mostly in the woods.
I had very littl� regard to the Sabbath, and had no de
finite knowledge of religious truth. ^
Merrill E. Oaddis develops the thesis that Finney's
frontier background had a formative influence upon the develop
ment of his thought.
It may be said that his life was the incarnation of
frontier reaction against Calviristic determinism and
ii^erfeotionism. � .This revolt brouglit him into continu
al disagreement with his jj^astor, tutor. . .80 coBiplete
was Plnney* 8 reaction against Oalviniwea that it virtually
made a semi -Pelagian out of him in his thought of human
ability. The fact that his home was not one dominated
by religious traditions made it possible for the libera-
tljBjg influences of frontier life to have right of way in
his develo|Hnent
It is at least certain that Finney's background devel
oped in him intelleetual independence. The very fact that
the great bulk of his hi^er education was gained in private
study trained him to think for himself. The frontier spirit
was enough a part of his nature so that he bad little conceim
for the negative opinions of others when once convinced of
the truth of his deductions.
It is Important to recognise that Finney came to the
subjeot of his own personal salvation independent of precon
ceived notions. As will be seen, the religion that he had
�Plrmey, Kemoirs of Charles G. Finney, pp. 6-7,
'''Gaddis, o�, cit., pp, 315-315,
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dome In contact with he rejected as Inadequate. The only
framework upon which he built hie theology was that consti
tuted by his knowledge of Scripture, and his own personal
experience of the grace of God. This is basic to an under
standing of the develoimient of Finney's thou^'ht.
One other factor in Finney's early life should be
pointed out as bearing a formative influence upon his later
thought, that is, his legal training. Finney developed
keen powers of analysis and logical explication that he later
lay under tribute to his preaching ministry. He was persia-
ded, as a result of his study of law, that truth must be
reasonable. If it was indeed truth, it would commend itself
to man's logical faculties.
II. CONVERSION
In giving the account of his conversion in the Memoirs ,
Finney svms up in a single sentence several of those influ
ences that were instrumental in bringing him to repentance
and faith in Christ. He writes, "But as I read my Bible and
attended the prayer meetings, heard Kr. Gale preach, and con
versed with him, with the elders of the church, and with oth
ers from time to time, I became very restless."� In studying
Finney, 0�. cit., pp. 8-9.
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law Plnnay had noticed the frequent references to the Mosaic
Institutes, and so bought a Bible out of curiosity. After
some time In study of the Word of God, Plnney records, "Iffy
mind became quite settled that whatever Biyst if ication there
might be either in my own or in my pastor's mind, or in the
mind of the church, the Bible was, nevertheless, the true word
of God,"�
Although Finney affirms that the lack of faith on the
part of those attending the prayer meetings at the church was
a "sad stumbling-block" to him, yet the very fact that they
were faithful in prayer stimulated his interest and inquiry
into the condition of his own soial, Kr, Gale, pastor of the
local church, while a pious and faithful clergyman, seemed
to make little positive contribution to Finney's understand
ing of Christian truth. Being of the Old School, his conclu
sions did not seem reasonable to the young lawyer. However,
Gale made It a point to visit often with Finney, Those inter
views, which Finney reports failed to satisfy his mind with
respect to truth, did serve to stimulate his own mind to In-
Qulry,
After two or three years, Finney writes, "I was brought
face to face with the question whether I would accept Christ
as presented in the Gospel, or pursue a worldly course of life."
The Spirit of God was mightily dealing with his heart, "At
�Ibid,, p. 11,
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this psplod, say lalnd, as I have slnoe known, was so much im
pressed by the Holy Spirit, that I could not long leave this
question unsettled; nor could I long hesitate between the two
Courses of life presented to me.**3.0 ^ Sabbath evening in
the autumn of 1821 Finney determined to settle the question.
He gave himself to diligent study of the Word and prayer. It
was Wednesday morning before Finney, oppressed by a conscious
ness of his own sin and obligation to God, went to a nearby
woods to pray. His pride and evident fear of man only served
to deepen his conviction. At the point of desperation, the
Spirit began to bring to his mind the words of Scripture,
"They did not seem so much to fall into my intellect as into
my heart, to be put within the grasp of the voluntary powers
of my mind; and I seised hold of them, appropriated them, and
fastened upon them with the grasp of a drowning roan,"^^ The
burden of sin was lifted, and Finney made his way back to the
village, as yet unaware of his acceptance with God.
After helping Judge Wright for most of the day in mov
ing to another location, at dark, Finney was left alone in
the offices. Here he had a vision of Christ and an experience
of the baptism of the Holy Spirit that merits a rather full
I.OC , cit
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report In hie own words. It was the turning point In his
whole life. In large measure, all that Plnney ever did af
terwards had its source in this transforming enooimter with
the Spirit of CJod,
There was no fire, and no light, in the roomj never
theless it appeared to me as if it were perfectly light.
As I went in. , ,it seemed as if I met the Lord cTesus
Christ face to face. , .It seemed to me that I saw him
as I would see any other man. . .1 wept aloud like a
child, and made such confessions as I cotild with my chok
ed utteranoe. It seemed to me that I bathed his feet
with my tears, � ,
After remaining in this state for some time Finney's
mind calmed, and he returned to the front office where he dis
covered the fire had nearly burned out. He continues.
But as I turned and was about to take a seat by the
fire, I received a mighty baptism of the Roly Ghost,
Without any expectation of it, without ever having the
thought in my mind that there was any such thing for
me, . ., the Holy Spirit descended upon me in a manner
that seemed to go through me, body and soul. I could
feel the impression, like a wave of electricity, going
through and through me. Indeed It seemed to come in
waves of liqutti love; for I could not express it In any
other way. It seemed like the very breath of God. I
can recollect distinctly that It seemed to fan me, like
immense wings.
No words can express the wonderful love that was shed
abroad in my heart, T wept aloud with joy and love; and
I do not know but I should say, I literally bellowed out
the unutterable gushlngs of my heart. These waves came
over me, and over me, and over me, one after the other,
until I recollect I cried out, 'I shall die if these
waves continue to pass over me.'
In spite of the intensity of this experience, a pass
ing thought of doubt so troubled his mind that he retired with
out feeling sure that his peace was made with God. When he a-
woke in the morning the baptism of the previous night was re
newed .
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I arose upon my knees In the bed and wept aloud with
joy, and remained for some time too much overwhelmed
with the baptism of the Spirit to do anything but pour
out my soul to God, It seemed as if this morning's bap
tism was accompanied with a gentle reproof, and the Spi
rit seemed to say to me, 'Will you doubtt', , ,1 cried,
�Nol� I will not doubt; I cannot doubt,' He then cleared
the subject up so much to my mind that it was in fact im
possible for me to doubt that the Spirit of God had taken
possession of my soul,
m this state I was taught the doctrine of justifica
tion by faith, as a present experience, . ,!^y sense of
guilt was gone; ray sins were gone; and I do not think I
felt any more sense of puilt than if I never had sinned ,^2
It cannot >e doubted that Plnney was at this time glori
ously bom again of the spirit of God, Fe himself testifies,
"I felt myself justified by faith, "^^ g^t was there more than
the experience of justification Involved in Finney's experience?
Was he, in fact, baptised with the Holy Spirit, at this early
timet Was he sanctified at the tiE.e of his conversion?
Plnney himself seems to have equated this experience
with the witness of the Spirit to his justification. He des
cribes the whole experience as "this experience of justifica
tion," It should be noted that he refers here to the "mighty
baptism of the Holy Spirit." As will be seen later, Finney
taught a second definite experience involving the baptism by
the loly Spirit that should be sought by all Christians. His
writings imply that he considered this anointing at the time
Ibid., pp. 20-23,
Loc. cit .
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of his conversion as just that baptlsio. The problem arises,
however, in the fact that Finney did not seek this work of
the Spirit. He had no knowledge that such an experience was
possible to believers. The anointing of the Spirit came \jpon
him unexpected and tmsollcited. Finney's later teaching em
phasised the claiming of the baptism of the Spirit by faith.
Believers were to seek the baptism of the Spirit as a special
gift of Ood, to be received upon the fulfillment of definite
conditions.^*
A� M. Hills concludes that Finney's baptism with the
Spirit was a unique and sovereign act of Ood.
Ih this instance Cod seems to have stepped beyond the
bounds of His ordinary method of conferring the great
gift. Finney was the Instruament Cod wanted, and Fe used
His sovereign right to deal with him spiritually after
an unusual manner, and equip him at once for matchless
service .^^
Finney himself may have similarly explained the ex
perience.
It is reasonably certain that Plnney did not consider
this experience his sanetif ioation except in a general sense.
He does declare, "so far as I could see I was in a state in
whioh I did not sin."!^ But this was no more than he expected
Charles G. Finney, The Enduement of Power From On Mi^
f Boston: Willard Tract Repository, circa. XS'^O) p. 7,
^%ills, 0�. cit. . p. 21.
1 ^Finney, 0�. cit.. p. 23.
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in th� oonveraion experience of every believer. He taught
a yet higher state of grace that brought with it a continu
ance and establisbment in this state of holiness. The bap
tism of the Spirit was usually to be a concomitant or seal
of this experience. 1^*7 At this point, however, Finney is not
always consistent. He often preached the necessity of the
Spirit's baptism without any mention of attaining thereby
entire sanetif ieatlon. There is little doubt that while for
Finney the experience of the Spirit's anointing at the time
of his conversion was certainly a witness to his acceptance
with Qod, it involved an establishing and equipping for ser
vice. One may be sure, at least, that whatever its doctrinal
or theoretical significance, it had this effect, as the succeed
ing record of Finney's ministry gives abundant evidence.
It must be furthur inquired as to what influence Finney's
experience of oonvrrsion had upon his later thought. It was
at this tiise that Finney settled the matter of his confidence
in the Scriptures, From this confidence he never wavered .-^^
His experience of the grace of God confirmed his conviction
that the Bible was indeed the very lord of God, Further, the
definite nature of his conversion and the witness of the Spirit
to his justification led him to believe In and teach what might
17^ Gheesebro, o�, cit,, p, 214,
^%or a discussion of Finney's view of the ins? i rat ion
of Scripture, csf'. Wright, 0�, oit , , ip, 182ff,
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be termed a 'Know So' salvation. He believed it the privi
lege of every Christian to know that his sins were forgiven
and that he had been accepted with God, When Plnney emerged
from that experience he affirmed that it was indeed impossi
ble for him to doubt that the Spirit of God had taken posses
sion of his Bovl and that his elns had been forgiven. This
assurance he believed to be the birthright of every believer.
In the light of his own experience conversion came to
Involve for Plnney a radical change of moral character. God
did not justify sinners. That is, jusitif Ication must be con
comitant with regeneration, an operation that set men on a
plane of holy living. As wag noted, Plnney felt that he was
in a state in which he did not sin after his conversion.
His own experience certainly lay back of the fact that his
theology left no place for wilful sin in the Christian life.
But this much must be understood and admitted, that
to overcome sin is the rule with every one who is born
of Ood, and that sin is only the exception; that the
regenerate habitually live without sin and fall into sin
only at intervals, so few and far between, that in^strong
language it may be said in truth they do not sin.-^*
Finally, after his transforming introduction to th�
ministry of the Holy Spirit, Finney continued to evidence a
constant dependence upon the .Spirit's operation in the work
of evangelism. Re himself had been acquainted with the conviction.
19
Plnney, Systematic Theology, p, 317,
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reproof, instriiotloii, regeneration, baptism and assurance
of the Holy Spirit in his conversion. It is not unusual that
the accounts of his early ministry are filled with references
to the effective working of the Spirit of God� Of the first
day after his conversion he writes concerning those to whom
he witnessed that, "The Spirit of God made lasting Impressions
upon every one of them, , ,a few words, spoken to an indivi
dual, would stick in his heart like an arrow. "20
seen, that Finney's conversion experience seems to have in
fluenced his later thought in at least four areas. It es
tablished his confidence in the Scriptures as the very word
of God, It led him to preach that every believer might know
that he is accepted of God. It determined his setting holi
ness as the standard of the Christian life, frcan the begin
ning. It influenced him to consistently lay strong emphasis
upon the ministry of the Holy Spirit.
III. FAHLY Mr-IISTRY
In the account of Finney's earliest ministry one noti
ces constant reference to the Holy Spirit as the persuading,
directing, and transforming force. While preaching at a Ger
man settlement near Ivans Mills, his first appointment under
the Female Missionary Society, he records that his 'pointed
20
Finney, Memoirs of Charles G. Finney, p. 29.
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rexnarks* were raade effective by "the power of the Holy Ghost,"
"The Sword of the Lord slew them on the right hand and on the
left. "21 TOiile preaching at DeKalb in 1625 a certain elder
prayed at the communion table confessing his sins. "The Holy
Ghost fell upon him immediately, and filled him as full as
he could hold. , .There was a spontaneous movement by the Ho
ly Ghost in convicting and converting sinners. � .Great press
ure of the Holy Spirit (was) upon the minds of Christians ."22
The major lines along which his theology was later de
veloped were laid down early in his evangelistic ministry.
fhtij were not the philosophical speculations of the arm-chair
theologian but rather the working gospel of an evangelist in
the heat of the battl�. Fortunately, Finney recorded the doc
trinal emphasis of his preaching at Gouvernor in 1825 just
four years after his conversion. The doctrines preached, he
affirms, were those that he preached everywhere. The listing
is most enlightening as it provides a conois� statement of the
principle points in his theology.
The total moral, voluntary depravity of unregenerate
man; the necessity of a radical change of heart, through
the truth, by the agency of the holy Ghost; the divinity
and humanity of our Lord Jesus Christ; his vicarious a-
tonement, equal to the wants of all mankind; the gift,
Ibid., p. 74.
Ibid., pp, 1S9-141.
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divinity and ag��noy of the Foly Ghost; repentance, faith,
just ifioation by faith, sanotif ioation by faith; persis*
tenoe in holiness as a condition of salvation. . .23
At least two of these points ar� of special signifi
cance for this study* the gift of the Holy Chost, and sancti-
fioation by faith. If this listing Is to be trusted, and is
not an unconscious projection of the later development of his
theology, Plnney was teaching sanetif ication as a definite
work of God in the heart received by faith within four years
of his conversion. Unfortunately,we have no access to any
furthur exposition of his early understanding of the doctrine
of sanetif ication. It was not until he went to Oberlin in
1835 that he began to elaborate systematic views on the sub-
jeot �
IV. TliE IHFLGENCK OF OBKRLIN
A brief simiraary of the locations of Finney's efforts
during the first twelve years of bis ministry has been inclu
ded in this thesis as Appendix A, It was primarily from these
first years of intensive evangelistic effort, that Plnney gain
ed his renown as a revivalist. The tremendous impact of his
revivals at Rome and Utica, at Philadelphia, Troy, Rochester,
Boston, m d New York is unsurpassed in the history of reviva
lism. In 1638, because of his own health that made continuance
In intensive revivalism ii^osslble, and in consideration of his
g^Ibid.. p. 134.
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growing family, Pinney acoepted the pastorate of the Second
Free Presbyterian Ohurch located in the Chatham Street Thea
ter in New York City# His ministry there was so unusmlly
blessed of the Spirit of God that by 1833 it was necessary
to construct what became known as the Broadway Tabernacle
especially for Finney, He resigned the pastorate of th� Sec
ond Free Church and became pastor of the Broadway Tabernacle
which was organized as a Congregational church.
However, within a year It was necessary for Finney to
take a trip to the Mediterranean in order to recover his
health. After six months he returned to the Tabernacle and
began preaching his Revival Lectures, published in the Hew
York Evangelist . and later collected in the voliaae of Revival
Lectures, About this time Finney was invited to go to Ober
lin Collegiate Institute as professor of Systematic Theology,
On the condition that he might return to Broadway Tabernacle
five or six months out of the year, Finaiey accepted the posi
tion. He arrived with his family at Oberlin in the summer of
1835,
There were several reasons why Finney abandoned the
security of a prospering pastorate In the nation's largest
city for the imcei�tain future of laboring in an unknown col
lege on the edge of the frontier. The first was the challenge
of training young men for a ?>pirlt-f llled, evangelistic minis
try, Some fifty students had been expelled from Lane Seminary
in Cincinnati beoause of their stand on aiolltion. They
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agreed to come to Oberlin If Finney would become the profes
sor of theology, Oheesebro writes that Finney's primary In
terest "was that young men should be taught how to save souls
and conduct revivals � And this he tho.^ght should be done in
their seminary training, "^4 ^ second factor in Finney's chang
ing his base of operations was his health, which had continu
ally worsened. The welfare of his family was a final consider
ation that influenced his decision, Finney's residence in
Oberlin proved to be a major factor in the development of his
doctrine of sanetif ication. He did not go there devoid of
interest in the possibilities of holiness of heart and life.
He later stated that he intended by coming to Oberlin to se
cure the conversion and sanetif ication of the students ,2^
mien Finney first arrived in Oberlin, lacking a suita
ble hall for preaching services, he brought with him a large
circular tent. It is not without significance that at the
top of the center pole was a blue streamer on which was print
ed in bold white letters, ''Holiness Vnto The Lord," Those
words were destined to become, in a fresh and conclusive sense,
the watchword of Finney's ministry in the years that followed.
The very atmosphere at Oberlin was conduoiv� to the
Oheesebro, c^, cit . , p, 183.
^^Finney, 0�, cit,, p, 473.
study of Christian Perfection and an exploration of the hl^-
er possibilities of grace. James H. Fairchild wrote, "There
was only here and there a sinner to be converted; hence the
religious activity natiirally took the direction of the eleva
tion of the standard of religious experience ."^6 president
Mahan had shown considerable interest in the doctrine of sane
tifioation. Under the preaching of Finney he came into what
Finney himself described as '�manifestly an entirely new form
of Christian experience ,"^7
The first practical discussion of the question as to
what degree of holiness Christians might hope to attain, was
begun in the summer of 1836 by a group of students who plan
ned to become missionaries. About a dozen at that time en
tered into a solesm covenant to do the will of God with all
their hearts. In the autumn, a few days after President Ma
han entered into his "new form of Christian experience", the
question was raised again by one of the Lane rebels, Sereno
W. Streeter. **lShen we look to Christ for sanotif ioation, what
de^ee of sanotif ication may we esqpect from Him? May we look
to him to be ssnctlfied wholly, or not?**��
PA
**^Cheesebro, 0�� cit . , p. 191.
^'''Finney, 0�. cit., p. 350.
SScheesebro, o�. cit., p. 193. Finney adds to the ques
tion, "Sanotif ication in such a sense that Christians could
have unbroken peace, and not come into condemnation, or have
the feeling of condemnation or a consciousness of sin." Finney,
op. oit . , p. 351.
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Flmiey ooiaments, "ISiat oaovared at thle meeting brought
the question of aanot if ication promJEBntly before us, as a
practical quest ion. "29 ^ibile no definite answer eeems to
have been Immediately forthcoming, Fletcher records the res
ponse of President Mahan.
President Mahan was especially impressed by the en
quiry and, after much thought and prayer, he propounded
to the people of Oberlin the doctrine of �Christian Per
fection* or 'Sanotif ication* . Christ, he replied to the
young man, will give you a complete victory over temp
tation as He gives pardon for sins committed. Christ,
if you let Hia, will sanctify you in this life and help
you to live sinlessly and attain to 'Christian Perfec
tion' before death .SO
Finney affirms that at that time, "We had no theories
on the subject, no philosophy to maintain, but simply took
it up as a Bible question ... nor did we attempt to explain
its philosophy until years afterward. "^^ Although Finney
did not experience any unusual working of the Spirit at this
time, it is from this occasion that we must date his intensi
fied concern with the idea of sanetif ication.
In the spring of 1836 Finney had begun hie "Lectures
to Professing Christians" at the Broadway Tabernacle in New
York. His mind had been deeply troubled at the indications
of declining spirlttjality and increasing confomity to the
^%inney, o�. cit., p. 351.
�%letoher, op. cit., p. 224.
S^Finney, 0�. oU., p, 251.
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atftndazHis of the world, The first eleven sermons in the
Leotures to Professing Christians , delivered in the spring
of 1336, Indioate Ms grave aonoern for the state of reli
gion. Semon III dealt with "Doubtful Actions." Serraon 7
describes "True Saints," Sermon VIII decries "Conformity tc
the World." Plnney was persuaded that something was neces
sary to establish his converts in holiness of life.
After I had been settled two or three years in the
city of Mew York, and had labored, almost exclusively,
for the conversion of sinnere, I was fully convinced,
that converts would die�that the standard of piety would
never be elevated�that revivals wouXd become more and
more superficial, and finally cease, unless something
effectual was to elevate the standard of holiness
in the Church.^*
But when he returned to the Broadway Tabernacle In the
Pall of 1836, there was a new i�ing of confidence and gladness
in his lectures. It seemed that he had found the solution for
the ills of the Church. Sermon XVII treated "Sanetif ication
by Faith." Sermons XIX and XX were statements of his conclu
sions regarding the doctrine of "Christian Perfection."
Another factor tended to drive Fiimey to a study of
the truth of Christian Perfection at about this same time.
Strong abolitionist views of Finney and of the school had
aroused enmity of many Ohioans. The school was largely de
pendent for its support upon the heavy endowment of Finney's
wealthy eastern friends. When the Panic of 1837 descended
I
'
'
'if
S^Charles G. Finney, Second letter "To the Christian
Headers of the Oberlin Evangelist". The Oberlin Evangelist.
January SO, 1939, p. 26.
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this source of income was almost completely cut off, Ober
lin was near the closing of its doors as the income continued
to dwindle and the debts increased. Poverty gripped the
sohool* Gaddis records that "Finney's family at times prao-
tieally faoed starvation. Out of the heart-searchings of
this period his systematic thinking on Christian perfection
arose, "'53
After arriving at the doctrine of sanetif ication by
faith, Finney was so convinced of its soundness and of its
ability to meet the pressing needs of the Church, that he
said he felt "as strongly, and unequivooally pressed by the
Spirit of Qod, to labor for the sanetif icati<�5 �f the Cteurch,
as I once did for the conversion of sinners. "2^* In a letter
*� **** Oberlin Evangelist, January 1, 1839, Finney registered
his desire to impart a "second benefit" to the churches where
he had formerly labored ,3� This did not mean that he felt
that he should abandon completely his former emphasis on con
version in behalf of the "second benefit," His preaching mes
sage had simply expanded to include the objective of leading
the church to a hl^er level of Christian living,
*�Gaddi8, 0�, cit,, p, 320,
�*Finney, loo, cit,
^^Charlea G, Finney, llie Oberlin Evangelist. January
SO, 1939, p. 86,
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After eome five years as part-tiire pastor of the Broad
way Tabernaele, Finney resigned his association with the Hew
York congregation and theresafter spent the long winter vaca
tion in the evangelistic field. In 1841 he preached in Bos
ton, and the following year at the invitation of the lawyers
�f the city, Finney labored once again in Rochester, New York,
In the fall of 1843 he was again invited to Boston,
While laboring in Boston at the Marlborough Chapel dur
ing that winter, Finney writes, "The Lord gave say own soul a
very thorough overhauling, and a fresh baptism of his Spirit,"�'
He underwent a crisis operation of the Holy Spirit that made
a lasting impression upon the whole level of his spiritual
life. If it is to be believed that Finney had not experienced
a sanctifying baptism of the Spirit of God in the Wesleyan
sense up to this time, it is certain that he lay hold of that
experience during these days of spiritual "overhauling, " A,
M, Hills commented on the significance of this experience,
"To those of us who are acquainted with the literature of holi
ness, it is perfectly evident that this experience which Finney
passed through in Boston was a sanctifying baptism with the
Holy Ghost, "^'^ Although it is impossible to dramatically af-
flrm that Finney here entered into that higher grace of which
^^Inney, Kemolrs of Charles G, Finney, p. 373.
^'^Hllls, 0�. cit., p. 1S8.
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h� had been preaching for some seven years, throughout the
narration of the events of that epochal renovation of the
Spirit, Finney gives clues that indicate his persuasion that
he had entered into a state of entire sanetif ication.
In the autobiography some twelve pages are devoted to
a careful recording of his spiritual exercises during this
winter and the effect of that fresh anointing. He begins
by telling that his mind had been greatly drawn out in pray
er for a long time. "But this winter," he records, "my mind
was exceedingly exercised on the question of personal holiness. "SB
Often during this intense season of soul searching he would
spend as many as four hours at a time in prayer, rising at
four in the morning, and continuing until breakfast. Hia
days were spent, so far as he could get time. In searching
the Scriptures. He read nothing else, all that winter, but
the Bible, a great deal of which seemed new to him.
About this time, he writes, "I had a great struggle to
consecrate myself to God, in a higher sense than I had ever
before seen to be my duty, or conceived as possible."^� Af
ter a period of agonizing he came to a place of total surren
der. "My confidence in God was perfect, my acceptance of his
will was perfect, and my mind was as calm as heaven ."^^
^�Finney, o�. cit., p. 575,
��Ibld,, p. 37S.
^Olbid.. p, 377.
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On� eannot halp noticing the easphasis on perfect confidence
and perfect acceptance. He continues, "1^ prayer that had
been so fervent, and so protracted during so long a period,
seemed all to run out into, �Thy will be done,�"*0 This em
phasis upon total siarrender to the will of Ood in its deep
est is^li cations was to become a major emphasis in his teaoh
lng regarding sanotif ication. In fact, to some extent, Finney
later defined sanetif ication as just such a state of absolute
ai^ oontinued acceptance of the whole will of OckI.'*'^
The results of this total consecration in its most
profound significance are especially meaningful as they are
continually reflected in his later teaching on sanotif ioation.
He writes, "It seemed as If my desires were all met. Miat I
had been praying for, for myself, I had received in a way that
I least expected. Holiness to the Lord seemed to be inscribed
on all the exercises of my mind."^^ Hhe question about which
his mind had been so deeply exercised, as already mentioned,
and as reflected in the concluding statement was "personal
holiness." This truth had been a major them� in his thinking,
writing and preaching for some seven years. His heart had
been drawn out in seeking after higher grace. Can it be thought
that at the climax of such a season of soul striaggle when he
^Q]^id., p. 377.
*^Charles G. Finney. Guide to the Saviour (Oberlin:
James M. Pitch, 1849) p. 201.
*
^^Flnney, Memoirs of Charles G. Finney, p. 377,
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testifies to his desires being all met, that he does not re
fer to entrance into an experience of abiding sanetif ioation
of heart? It was indeed what he had been praying for�
It seemed to him as if his soul was wedded to Christ
in a sense in which he had never any thought or conception
before. He found the language of the Canticles as natural
as his breath. However, he observes that while Solomon wrote
them after bd.ng reclaimed from backsliding, his experience
was not one of restoration. **I not only had all the fresh
ness of my first love, but a vast accession to it."*' it
was for Plnney a totally new experience in Christ.
Indeed the Lord lifted me so much above anything that
I had experienced before, and taught me so much of the
meaning of the Bible, of Christ's relations, and power,
and willingness, that I often found myself saying to
him, 'I had not known or conceived that any suoh thing
was true.* I then realized what is meant by the saying,
that he 'Is able to do exceeding abundantly above all
that we ask or think.'. . � .1 had in fact oftentimes
experienced inexpressible Joys, and very deep cosmiunlon
with God; but all this had fallen so into the shade, im-
der my enlarged experience, that frequently I would tell
the Lord that I had never before had any conception of
the wonderful things revealed in his blessed Gospel, and
the wonderful grace there is in Christ Jesus.**
In a summary statement, Finney places emphasis upon
two points of special significance? complete deliverance
and freedom, and the abiding effect of this experience upon
his spiritual life.
*'lbid.. p. 387.
**Ibld., pp. 379 - 380.
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I have felt since then a religious freedom, a religious
bouyancy and delight in God, and in his word, a steadiness
of faith, a cairistlan liberty and overflowing love, that
I had only experienced , 'l may say, occasionally before. 1
do not mean that such exercises had feeen rare io me before;
for they had been frequent and often repeated, but never
abiding as they have been since. My bondage seemed to be,
at that tfee, entirely broken; and since then, I have had
the freedom of a child with a loving parent. It seems to
me that I can find God within me, in such a sense, that I
can rest upon him and be quiet, lay my heart in his hand,
and nestle down io hi� perfect will, and have no careful
ness or anxiety.*^
It is not to be thought that Finney's personal experi
ence at this time predetermined his teachings with regard to
sanotif ioation. In fact, the broad outlines of his thinking
had already largely taken shape, and been expressed in his
Lectures to Professing Christians in 1837 and his Views of
Sanetif ioation in 1840. Hor can It be properly thought that
his teachings as previously formulated determined the nature
of his experience, there must be acknowledged a certain in
teraction of factors. Hia experience of sanotif ioation cer
tainly validated and confirmed much that he had been teaching,
and encouraged the development of his thought within the basic
framework that he had adopted before 1843.
There has been considerable question as to whether
Finney ever testified to the experience of sanetif ication.
Cheesebro pronouces unequivocally that Finney never claimed
the experience.
Ibid., p. 381. tTnderlining added.
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Finney m^e� no claim that he himself has attained
to perfect sanetif ication. He said at Oberlin that he
would crawl on his hands and knees all the way to the
Atlantic Ocean to see a person who had. But he does
think that some have attained the state and has reaeon
to believe that the number may be large,
The question is hardly settled by this quotation. It
would be interesting to know in what context this remark was
made. The major emphasis of his writings would indicate that
the term "perfect sanetif ication" here refers to an angelic
or Adamic perfection not to be attained by men until glorifi
cation. The concluding statement seems more typical of his
teaching. However, it is true that Finney was cautious about
testifying to having attained to Christian perfection, even
though he ohai^ioned the message of sanetif ication until the
end of his long life, Gaddis quotes Hrs, Finney as saying,
"Mr, Finney sometimes tells me that I may be vevfeot, but
that it will not answer for him, as It would ruin bis influence."*''''
It should first be noted that Finney's testimony to the
work of the Spirit in his heart during the winter of 1843
whioh has just been considered was published in his Autobio
graphy , As has been seen, Finney was careful to point out
those faetors in his experience that coincided with his teach
ing with regard to sanetif ication. However, there was good
46
Cheesabro, o�, cit , , p, 200,
47
Gaddis, o�, cit,, p, 364.
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reason why Finnsy was cautious about testifying to having
attained to that state of Christian perfection that he con
sistently taught as possible to every believer- Io sooner
had the Oberlin men begun to proclaim the doctrine of Chris
tian Perfection than they were identified with the antinomlan
and "free love" perfectionism of John Humphrey ^oyes and the
Oneida community. In order to aw id this unpleasant associa
tion, Finney early abandoned the use of the term "Christian
Perfection."*� President Wahan had fsdlen imder considerable
criticism for what were considered to be unguarded statements
concerning his being devoid of any consciousness of sin. Ihile
Finney never discouraged others from testifying to their ex
perience of sanetif ioation, no doubt he thoiight it wisest un
der the ciro\^stance8 to refrain from making any claims that
might be misinterpreted and ultimately might prove detrimental
to his ministry.*^
Finney has often received a great deal of undeserved
criticism as to the practical, every-day demonstration of his
Christian experience. He has been pictured as the austexi^ un
relenting prophet devoid of any interest in the amenities of
life, and oblivious to family responsibilities. Let It be
remembered that it was partly in consideration of his family
more complete statement regarding reactions to the
teaching of Sanetif ication will be given in a subsequent chapter.
*�Charles G. Finney, Lectures to Professing; Christians.
p. 558.
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that Flrniay aceapted the pastorate of the Second Free Presby
terian Church in Hew York City, and later accepted the call
to Oberlin. Cochran records a testimony to Finney's life in
the home.
In 184�, General J. D. Cox, then a student �t Oberlin
College and a frequent visitor at the Finney house, wrote
home; �He lives what he preaches and there is nothing like
austerity about him. In his family he is all pleasantness
� sings and plays with his children and is as one with
them. � . .He is passionately fond of music and we cane at
any time wmke up a choir in the family.
Though seemingly austere, he was kindly and sympathetic
by nature and generous to a fault. Waen a kind-hearted woman
informed him that Kr. Spencer, a missionary to the Ojlbway In
dians, had no overcoat, he immediately sent him the best over
coat that he had, one costing in the neighborhood of fifty
dollars.^
Finney �s theological conclusions are of all the more
significance when it is realised that he was the possessor
of the experience described in his teachings, and that this
experienoe evidenced Itself not only in the ifflique effective-
nessof his ministry, but in love out of a pure heart demon
strated in the associations and concerns of his daily life.
^^Qoohran, o�. oit . , p. 20,
^^BeaiH�sley, og. olt,, p. 180.
CHAPTER III
THEOLOGICAL PtE8OTP0SITI0WS OF THE
POCtlIHE OF BANCTIPIGATION
This stxidy has limited itself to a study of the doc
trine of sanctlfioation in the life and thought of Charles G,
Finney. In doing so it has understood sanetif ication to re
fer to that aspect of his teaching dealing with the attain
ment of purity of heart and motive, involving the enduement
of power for service, and resulting in consistency of moral
conduct. But in order to attain a clear understanding of
his thought regarding this doctrine it is necessary to exam
ine some of the theological presuppositions that lay back of
his understanding. To be remiss in attaining an understand
ing of the foundation truths of his theology is not only to
misunderstand Finney, but to miss the po int of his theology.
Let it be remembered that his theology is always preeminently
practioal. Behind �very departure from, or reinterpretat ion
of orthodox theology is some practical consideration. It is
important to study Finney's theology as a theology of evange
lism. It will be necessary therefore, to deal briefly with
1) the dxsctrine of "tb� simplicity of moral actlori'; 2) his
xmderstanding of depravity j S) the requirements of moral law;
4) the nature of the Spirit's operation upon the human heart
in regeneration and sanctlfioation.
I. THE SP^PLIOITY OF MORAL ACTION
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^ studies on Perfeotlonlsia. B. B. Warfleld comes
to the conclusion that the characteristic feature of Oberlin
Perfectionism is that it is the product of the conception
known as "the simplicity of moral act ion. "3. This doctrine
was first introduced at Oberlin in 1841 by William Cochran,
a member of th� theological class of 1842. The view is that
there is a metaphysical impossibility for the will to be di~
vided between two contradictory moral attittJKies of sin and
holiness at th� same. time Thus it is impossible for a sin
ner to do tmj good work, Finney himself explains:
It is not intended, that they may not perform many
outward actions, and have many inward feelings, that are
such as the regenerate perfowa and experience} and such
too as are accounted virtue by those who place virtue
in the outward action, fiut it Is intended, that virtue
does not consist either in involuntary feeling or in
outward action, and that it consists alone in entire
consecration of heart and life to God and the good of
being, and that no unregenerate sinner previous to re
generation, is or can be, for one moment, in this state.�
Since the sinner's ultimate Intention is selfish and
sinful, the view holds that whatever good or moral deeds he
may do, unless there is a change in ultimate intention are on
ly sinful. In conversion, the sinner's ultimate intention is
^Benjamin B. �larfield, Studies in Perfectionism. Vol. II
(New York? Oxford University Press, ISSI), p. 143. k7 Orton Wil
ey concurs in this Judgment, and lists the doctfine as fundairien-
tal to the Obftrlin position. H. Orton Wiley, Christian Theology.
?ol. II (Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press, 1041 ), p. 456.
^Oheesebro, op. cit., p. 205.
�Flnney, Systematic Theology, p, 234.
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ohanged, insofar as he maintains that intention or choice
of the good of being he is wholly a Christian. He may depart
from that intention, but he then becomes wholly a sinner.
''"hue it is impossible to be half holy. 4 man is either holy
or not. He may fluctuate between holiness and sinfulness,
but when he is holy, he is entirely holy.* The point of this
teaohlng was to emphasize the necessity of thorough repen
tance and renunciation of all sin as a concomitant of, and
in a real sense a cohdltion of true saving faith. Thus War-
field quotes Finney as saying in an early edition of his
Systematic Theology ;
It certainly cannot be true that God accepts and jus
tifies the sinner in his sins. I may safely challenge
the world for either reason or scripture to support the
doctrine of justification in sin, in any degree of pre
sent rebellion against God. The Bible everywhere repre
sents justified persons as sanctified, and always ex
pressly or impliedly, conditlonates justification upon
sanctlfioation, in the sense of present obedienoe to
God.S
It will be noted that by 1841 Finney had already pub
lished his Views on Sanotif ioation. His theological presen
tation of the doctrine had already taken written form before
this coneept was introduced into Oberlin thought. While Finney
accepted aspects of the view, it was neither determinative nor
%arfield, o�. oit. . p. 14S.
^Ibid. . p. 156. Cf. also Charles G. Finney, The Way
of Salvation (London: R. D. Dickinson, 1896), p. 337";
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dlsruptiv� to the main thrust of his theology of sanctlfi
oation. He did, however, rework his presentation of the doc
trine of sanetif ication in the light of this teaching, and
incorporated it in his Systematic Iheolo^ . The incorpora
tion of the doctrine involved mainly a reinterpretation of
terminology. According to the view, holiness cannot be im
perfect in degree i Thus the converted man. In this sense,
is entirely holy or sanctified. But holiness can be imper
fect in constancy. The task of the Christian becomes then,
not to seek after holiness, which he already possesses, but
to attain a stat^- where fluctuation ceases and he is esta
blished in holiness. That state is not 'entire sanctlfioa
tion' iribich has been true of the Christian at intervals, all
along, but 'permanent sanetif ication. ' "That is the goal
of all Christian progress�to cease from falling and remain
steadily what all Christians ought to be, and indeed what
all Christians are--whenever they are Christians ."^ larfleld
summarizes :
"Entire sanotif ication" no longer stands as the end of
the saving process, as the final goal towards which the
Christian% heart yearns. That having become the charac
teristic of all believers from the moment of conversion,
the term "sanetif ication" as the designation of one stage
of salvation ... has lost its content. As it must add
something to what Christians already possess, and as all
?s?arfield, o�. cit . . p. 140,
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Christiana�whenever they are Christians--possess "en
tire sanctlfioation", "sanotif ication" comes to mean
"permanent sanotif ication,"'''
It is necessary therefore, to keep in mind, that in
his later writings, Finney often refers to "permanent sanc
tlfioation" in the sens� that the Wesleyan Arminian would
understand the term "entire sanetif ication," However, this
is not always consistent in Finney, He often will use the
term "entire sanctlfioation" to refer to the work of grace
in the heart that establishes the Christian unblame^^ble in
holiness, or in the state of "permanent sanctlfioation,"
This is one reason why it is difficult to fairly represent
Finney's theology by mere reference to random quotations.
Finney's doctrin� of sanetif ication must be understood in
the context of his total theology.
II, DEPRAVIT!^"
In his first ohapter on Sanctlfioation in the Syste
matic Theology, Finney begins by setting forth those concepts
already discussed that are basic to his view. The sixth
deals with the matter of depravity.
Moral depravity, or sin, consists in selfishness, and
not at all in the constitution of menj that selfishness
does not consist in the involuntary appetites, passions,
and propensities, but that it consists alone in the com
mittal of the will to the gratification of the propensities.
"^Ibid., p. 142.
^Finney, Pystematic Theology, p. 403.
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What Is the loous of sint The answer to this query
Is the keystone to an understanding of Finney's view of sanc
tlfioation, and especially why and where he departs from the
Wesleyan position. In order to answer It one must understand
what he conceives to be depravity in man, moral and physical,
Finney rejects the view that man is constitutionally
sinful, that is, that he inherited from Adam a physical and
mental constitution that is in itself sinful.
He writes with deep feeling regarding the view.
0 the darkness, and confusion^ and utter nonsense, of
that view of depravity, which ejshibits it, as something
lying back, and the cause of all actual transgression.
Something created in the sinner, and born with him. Some
physical pollution, transmitted from Adam, through the
agency of God or the devil, which is in itself sinful,
and deserving the wrath of God, previous to the exercise
of voluntary agency on the part of the sinner. This is
absijrd and iiapoaslble.�
He outlines definite reasons for rejecting the tradition
al position. First, the doctrine of constitutional sinfulness
makes all sin, original and actual, a mere calamity, and not
a crime. It beccmies dlffioult If not Impossible for those
who really believe the doctrine to urge immediate repentance
and submission upon the sinner, "It is a contradiction to
affirm, that a man can heartily believe in the dootrlne in
question, and yet truly and heartily blame sinners for not
doing what is naturally impossible to them."!^ According to
^Charles G. Finney, Fermons on Important Subjects (New
York: James S. Taylor, 1836 ) , p . 13157
lOpinney, Systematic Theology, p. 251.
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Plnney th� do^sa leads Inevitably to the doctrine of natural
inability or the view that man cannot repent xanless the grace
of God affords hluj special ability to do sc.
Now in what light must the gospel be regarded, that
calls upon man to repent of constitutional depravity un
der pain of eternal death; and to complete the absurdity,
and insult, informs him at the same time, that he has no
power to repent. To suspend salvation upon impossible
conditions; at once insults his understanding and mocks
his hopes. Is this the gospel of the blessed God? Im-
posslblel It is a libel upon Almighty Qodl-'-'^
Plnney furthur charges that the view has long been a
stron#iold of llniveraalism. The CSaiversalists who relentless
ly inveigh against the idea of eternal punishment, reaeon that
it would be unjust of God to send people to hell for an inheri
ted condition for �faich men ar� not responsible.^^ Finally,
he holds that it virtually charges all the sin in the world
\^on God.^^
Finney makes a careful distinction between moral de
pravity and physical depravity. Physloal depravity may be pre
dicated of all the involuntary states of the Intellect and
of the sensibility, lhat is, the actings and states of the
intellect may become disordered, depraved, deranged, or fallen
fr<^ the state of integrity and healthiness. This, as a matter
^^Finney, Somens on Important Subjects. "Tradition of
the Eldars," p. 82,
^%inney. Systematic Theology, p. 2S8.
Finney, ftermona on Important Subjects , p. 139.
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of fact, itt the ocaaroon experienoe of men.
The appetites and passions, the desires and cravings,
the antipathies and repellencles of the feelings fall
into great disorder and anarchy. Numerous artificial
appetites are generated, and the whole sensibility be
comes a wilderness, a chaos of conflicting and clamor-
But this physical depravity, whether of body or mind, can
have no moral character in itself because it is involuntary.
In its nature it is "disease�not sin", "calamity, but not
crime." This condition oomes to man as a result of the sin
of Adam and th� race, but it has no moral quality and does
not incur the judgment or condemnation of God,
Moral depravity is sin. Sin consists in choice and
subsequent violation of moral law. It consists In the choice
of self-indulgence or self-gratification as an end. "Moral
depravity then, strictly speaking, can only be predicated of
selfish ultimate intention. Thus, all sin consists in
selfishness, or In the choice of self-gratification as a final
end. Moral depravity Involves a voluntary committal of the
will to wrong ultimate end. It is sinfulness, not of nature
but of voluntary state. It sustains to the outward life, the
relation of cause. It is, then, not a sinful nature but a
sinful heart
"^ Finney, Systematic Theology, p. 230.
15 Ibid., p. 231.
l�Loo. cit.
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It is important to observe that having established
this distinction, Finney affirms that, ".Subsequent to the
commeneement of moral agency, and previous to regeneration,
the moral depravity of mankind is universal ."I''' If this be
granted, how is the universal and total moral depravity of
man to be accounted for? Finney explains that the physically
disordered constitution of men with the deranged sensibilities
act as a powerful Impulse to the will frm the moment of birth.
The will becomes committed to the gratification of feeling
and appetite when first the idea of moral obligation is de
veloped, this committed state of the will has no moral char
acter until the idea of moral obligation Is developed. At
this time, the conatiittal of the will to self-indulgence must
be abandoned, or it beocaaes selfishness, or moral depravity.
The selfish choice at this crisis of life is the wicked heart-
-the propensity to sin� that subsequently causes what is gene
rally termed actual transgression. 1�
But what ha� Adam and the fall of man to do with this
scheme? Warfleld summarises Finney's view, "lhat Adam has
to do with It is this�because Adam sinned . � . the physical
natiure inherited by babies is to a certain extent disordered.
Ibid., p. 233,
Ibid., pp. 2S3-255.
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and thle makes their impulse to self-gratification perhaps
somewhat more clamant than otherwise it would have been."l�
Pinney would also add the factor of temptation and objects
that arouse the passions and propensitliss that surround the
person as a resxilt of the sin of men, 80 the*e are two fac
tors that Qome as a result of Adam's sin and influence the de
pravity of man: 1) deteriorated and disordered mental and phy
sical nature; 2) objects and situations that ar� the occasion
to temptation
It is important to Finney's whole system that man come
to this situation with freedcaa to choose, Finney would con
tend vigorously that the faot that all men (dioose wrongly at
this point, does not mean that they did not have freedom to
choose ri^tly. The whole point of this system is to esta
blish that depravity is voluntary, Man must see himself as
responsible for his sinful state.
Finney ultimately comes out at the same place as do
the traditional theologians, albeit by a circuitous theologi
cal rout�. He admits what Is commonly called a "sinful nature"
in all men. The deteriorated, deranged, disordered state of
man's mind, sensibility, body and passions, as a result of
sin, is granted. But this condition has no moral character.
l%arfield, 0�. olt., p. 182.
20it is at this point that Finney was repeatedly ac
cused of Seral-Pelagianism, if not outright Pelagian! sm. Of,
Warfleld, o�. eit . , p. 189.
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So h� looates moral depravity a step ahead of the traditiona
list, at the point of surrendering to the natural appetites.
Sin la to be looated in the ultimate decision of the will to
gratify the senses. It is ultimately selfishness. Most im
portant to Finney, It Is volitional.
fhe one crucial question that Finney does not seem to
answer too clearly is this. How can man be any more free to
choose when he has inherited this condition and la surrounded
by these temptations, and Is comaltted to yielding to the ap
petites before the development of reason, than in the tradi
tional view of the depravity of the human heart?
By means of this explanation Finney has at least accom
plished several important objectives, even if all the questions
have not been answered. His position does not put man under
the condemnation of God before he actually chooses the wrong.
fhus man is condemned not beoause of Adam's sin, but beoause
he chose, himself, to sin. True, man has a corrupt and de
teriorated state to contend with that seems to predetermine
his deolPion, but at least, God does not judge him for this
condition, but for his decision to yield to his appetites
in the face of reason and conscience. Sin, then, becomes in
Finney's scheme, no longer a calamity but a orlroe . A crime
for whioh man is ultimately responsible. It can only be re
gretted that in his formative years, Finney did not come In
contact with the Wesleyan Armlnian theology, which accompli
shes the same ends with its doctrine of 'preventing' or
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prevenient grace, and the 'free gift of righteousness . '^1
IGhat then Is to be understood of the "carnal ralnd?"
In a serraon on Romans 8s7 Plnney delineates what it Is not,
and what it is. 1> It Is not meant, that any part of the
substance of the soul or body, is enmity against Ood, g)
It is not meant, that there is anything in the constitution
or substance of body or mind, that is opposed to God, The
mind is not saturated or soaked with enmity, 3) It is not
meant that there are appetites or propensities that are con
stitutional, which are enmity against God,
The proper translation of the text is, the minding of
the flesh is enmity against God, It is a voluntary state
of mind, Tt is that state of supreme selfishness, in which
all men are, previous to their conversion to God, It is
a state of mlndj in which probably, they are not bom, but
into which they appear to fall, very early after their
birth. The gratification of their appetites, is made by
them the supreme object of desire and pursuit, and be
comes the law of their lives; or that law in their mem
bers, that wars against the law of their minds, of which
the apostle speaks. . . .In other words, it is not any
part of the mind, or body, but a choice or preference of
the mind. It is, a minding of the flesh. It is, prefer
ring self-gratification, before obedienoe to God,^^
There is little wonder that men cried out in anguish
and fell into comas of conviction under such preaching. All
their llfVes they had been taught that they were not responsible
for th� sinfulness of their hearts, that if God wanted to save
21
Cf , Wiley, o�, cit,, pp. 130 ff., pp. 344-356.
og
Pinney, Sermons on Important Subjects, p. 115. Cf .
also Finney, gyetematic TbeoTogy. P. 25�7^
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them He would convert them without their cooperation. Finney
convinced men that they alone were responsible for their sin
ful state. The condemnation of God upon then) for their sin
was completely Just. They were imder obligation to repent
immediately.
The principle import of this doctrine with regard to
Finney's view of entire sanetif ication is that the work of
the Spirit in sanctlfioation must concern itself not with
physical depravity, but primarily with moral depravity.
III. THE RFQUIRESSEKT OF MORAL LAW
In defining 'entire sanetifioation' in his Views on
Sanot ifleat ion . Finney holds that it consists in the conse
cration of the whole being to Ood. That is, it is that state
of devotedness to God and his service that is required by mo
ral law. The law is perfect. It requires Just what is right
and no more than Is ri^t. Pe concludes, "Nothing more or
less can possibly be Perfection or entire Sanetif ication, than
obedience to the law. Obedience to the law of God in an infant ,
a man, an angel, and in God himself, is perfection in each of
them."^� Sanctlfioation, in this definition of Finney, is o-
bedience to moral law. To misunderstand the demands of moral
law, then, is to misunderSland the whole concept of sanctifi-
cation.
*^''Charles G. Finney, Views on Sanetif ication (Oberlin:
James Steele, 1840), p. 8.
"~
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The law itself is obvious enough to Pinney. It is
epitoBilzed by Christ in Matthew 22:37-40.
Jesus said unto him. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all
thy mind. This is the first and great oommandment. And
the second Is like unto it, Ihou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law
and th� prophets �
The question that needs to be settled is in regard to
what is, and what is not implied in perfect obedience to this
law. In order to eliminate any ambiguity in this area, Finney
outlines sixteen principles by which law is to be understood,
with special reference to the moral law of God.
1. Whatever is Inconsistent with natural justice Is
not and oannot be law.
2. %iatever is inconsistent with t>'e nature and rela
tions of moral beings, is contrary to natural justice,
3. That which requires more than man has natural abili
ty to perform, is inconsistent with his nature and rela
tions and therefore is inconsistent with natural justice,
and of course is not law.
4. Law then must always be so understood and intex^sre-
ted as to consist with the nature of the subjects, and
with their relations to each other and to the lawgiver.
S, Law must be interpreted as to cover the whole ground
of natural right or justice.
6. Law must be so interpreted as not to require any
thing more than is consistent with natural justice.
7, Laws are never to be so interpreted as to imply
the possession of any strength and perfection of attri
butes which the subject does not possess,
8, Law is never to be so interpreted as to require
that whioh is naturally impossible on aacount of our clr-
cimsstances .
9, Law is never to be so interpreted as to make one
requirement inconsistent with another,
10, A law requiring perpetual benevolence must be so
construed as to consist with, and require all the appro
priate and essential modifications of this principle un
der every clrcxanstance ; such as justice, mercy, anger at
sin and sinners, and a special and complacent" regard to
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those who are irirtiious,
11, Law must be so interpreted as that Its olaiiss shall
always be restricted to the voluntary powers.
12. In Bsorals, actual knowledge is indispensable to
obligation.
13. !lora6l. l&ws arfe to be so interpreted as to be con
sistent with physical laws.
14. Law is to be so interpreted as to recognize all
the attributes and circumstances of both body and soul,
15. Law is to be so interpreted as to restrict its
obligation to the actions, and not to extend it to the
nature , or constitution of moral beings.
X^'^' It s^bul^ be always understood that the obedience
of the heart to any law, implies, and includes, general
faith or confidence in the lawgiver.^*
This view of moral law lies back of Finney's careful
distinction between 'physical depravity' and 'moral depravi
ty.' It is fundamental to his synergistic approach to the
work of redemption in the human heart. It is a necessary
presupposition to his ^Qle argwent for Christian Perfection,
It is essentially the Wesleyan view of law, and leads inevi
tably to the Wesleyan view of the possibility of Christian
Perfection In this life. It determines his understanding of
the operation of the f;pirit upon the heart of man in regenera
tion.
IV. THE OPSIIATION OP THE BOLY SPIRIT
OH TfiB HUMAM HEART
Having established that the moral depravity of man
consists, not in the appetites, passions, or sensibilities.
Ibid., pp.10 ff
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but in selfish ultimate choice, Finney eliminates the neces
sity for what he terms *i*iysical regeneration. "25 physical
regeneration is logically monergistic for Finney. It must
hold that if men are ever converted it will be beoause the
Spirit of God, by effecting a change in their physical con
stitution or sensibilities, converts them. The view tends
to depreciate, if not negate, hvaax&n responsibility in conver
sion and salvation. Finney argues vigorously for a synergis
tic understanding of the faetors in conversion. "The sub
ject is active in regeneration. "86 he affirms. It is not
only within his ability to repent and "make himself a new
heart," it is his iwmediate obligation.
For Finney, the operation of the Spirit in regenera
tion is not that of constitutional or physical transforma
tion. Ho such change is involved in the whole process. "Re
generation . . . mast consist in a change in the attitude of
the will, or a change in its ultimate choice, intention or
preference; a ehange from selfiitfliness to benevolence ."2'''
There are usually three faetors in the conversion of the in
dividual. There Is the work of the Holy Spirit, the deci
sion and response of the subject, and usually the influence
of one or more other persons.
26 Ibid., p. 287,
27 LOQ . cit �
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The work aoooiapllshed is a ehange of choice, in res
pect to an end or the end of life. The sinner whose
choice is changed, must of course act. The end to be
chosen must be clearly and forcibly presented; this is
the work of the third person, and of the Holy Spirit,^�
The work of the Spirit in regeneration, then, is to take of
the things of Christ and show them to the soul. The truth
is brought to the attention of the subject by the Holy Spirit
so as to induce a change of ultimate choice. The work of the
Spirit ygpon the heart in regeneration is not that of physical
or constitutional transformation, but of "moral suasion."
In his own day, Finney was roundly oriticized for this
view, George Dtiffield of Detroit, who had succeeded him as
pastor of the Broadway Tabernacle, wrote of this view in his
theology,
So then, according to this view of the matter, there
is no change whatever produced in the nature, the incli
nation or bias and sensitiveness of the sensibilities�
the taste or relish, by whatever name it may be called,
in reference to sin and holiness, the world and God� that
will prove permanent, and exert a determining influenoe
on the will ,2�
But Finney would not concede that these factors deter
mine the activity of the will. It is ultlmte intention that
determines the will's decisions. The will is self-determin
ing. It alone sustains to the outward actions the relation
^�Ibid,. p, 288.
��Oeorge Duffield, "Review of Finney's Theology," The
Biblical Renos itor;r and Classical Review. Third series, VoTT
v., no. 1 (January ISW ), p. 125.
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of oaus�. It is the ultimate intention of th� v?ill that
determines the standard of life. It is this ultimate inten
tion, and choice that must be changed through the inducement
of the Holy Spirit in illumining the mind with truth. The
instrumentalities of the Spirit in inducing regeneration are
means of presenting the truth, "ISercies, Judgments, men,
measures, and in short all those things that conduce to en-
lif^tening the mind, are instrumentalities enqployed in ef
fecting it, "5*^
It is obvious that this position would determine his
explanation of the work of the Spirit in sanetif ication as
well. It should not be thought that Finney holds that Chris
tian eacperience has nothing of the supernatural about it, and
that it ignores the divine side of the work of redemption.
The mind is not enlightened, convicted or induced to repent
without the work of the Holy ^Irit, The whole of the plan
of salvation has its ground in the propitiatory work of Christ
upon the cross. The Word itself is a supernatural revelation
of the mind of Cod, and the supernatural instriment of the
Spirit in illtamining the mind. As in the Wesleyan Armlnian
position, repentance is man's response to the invitation of
the gospel. Faith involves man's acceptance of the merits
of the finished work of Christ. Finney and Wesley part ways
at the point of the work of the Spirit in the actual effecting
of regeneration, but both come out with the same experience,
2^*^inney, Systematic Theology, p, 289.
CHAPTER IV
THE DOGTHISE OF SAIGTIFICATIOH BT THE
�moUGHT OF CHARLES G, FIIIEY
Having laid the foundation of th� preceding chapters
it is now possible to enter upon a consideration of the doc
trine of sanctlfioation as taught hy Charles G- Pinney* Th�
experience as both necessary and possible in this life will
first be discussed. Sanotif ication as irfliering in right ul
timate intention will be seen to be central in his thought .
Flnn�y*8 treatment of the sensibilities as involving counter-
development and/or cleansing will then be discussed. A con
sideration of the practical and ethical ii^llcations of th�
experience will follow. After a furthur treatment of his
understanding of the experience as attained instantaneously
and by faith, and the conditions for attaining the blessing,
an attes^t will be made to show the relation of Finney's ap
proach to the lissleyan interpretation.
I. mm AID ATTAIHABILITY
unless the necessity and practicability of th� experi
ence of sanetif ication can be established, any consideration
of the subjeot is purely hypothetical. It would have little
relevance to a theologian of evangelism. Finney was keenly
aware of this, and so lay strong emphasis upon the need for
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attaining th� experienoe, and especially upon the fact that
it is, indeed, attainable in this life.
The need for aanot if ication is seen first in the lack
of pi�ty in the churches. It was this consideration that
played a large part in Finney's early Interest in the doc
trine. In his Lectures to Professing Christians , treating
"Confomity to the World", he laments the sinking level of
spirituality in the church.
Brethren, I confess, I am filled with pain in view
of the conduct of the church. Where are the proper re
sults of the glorious revivals w� have had? . , , , One
holy church, that are really crucified to the world, and
the world to them, would do more to recommend Christiani
ty than all the churches in th� country, living as they
now do.
His solution to the problem is to establish the chur
ches on a new level of holy living,
0, if I had strength of body to go through the chur
ches again, instead of preaching to convert sinners, I
would preach to bring up the churches to the gospel stan
dard of holy living, of what us� is it to convert sin
ners, and make them suoh Christians as these?-^
Finney records in the Memoirs that in looking at the
state of th� Christian Church, as it had been revealed to
him in his revival labors, he was led to inquire earnestly
whether th�r� was not something higher and more enduring than
the Christian Church was aware of; "whether there were not
promises, and means provided in the Gospel, for the establishment
^Finney, Leotures to Profesy ing Christ lane , pp, 1^-153,
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of Christians in altogether a higher fora of Christian life.**^
He soon becair^ convlnoed "that an A together higher and more
stable form of Christian life was attainable, and was the
privilege of al 1 Christiana ."^
The lack of personal victory among Christians indicates
the necessity of attaining holiness of heart &n& life. He
writes, "llie same is true of multitudes of anxious Christians
. . . They ask why am I overcome by sin? Why can I not get
above its power?" Deliverance is to be found in the piarifi-
cation of the heart by faith.*
Sanotif lotion is necessary if converts are to be es
tablished In the Christian life. Pinney holds that unless
converts be instructed in entire sanetif ication, "their back
sliding is inevitable. You might as well expect to roll back
the water of Hiagara with your hand, as to stay the tide of
their corruption without a deep, and thorough, and experimen
tal acqugintanc� with their Eaviour."^ Pinney was convinced
that unless something effectual could be done to elevate the
standard of holiness in the Church, converts would die.^
^Finney, Memoirs of Charles G. Finney, p. 340.
^Loc. oit,
^Finney, Views on Sanetif ication. pp, 175-176,
5 Ibid,, p, 200.
^Charles G. Flimey, The Obprlin Kvangelist {January 30,
1839), p, 26,
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With special regard to Fanct if ioation as involving th�
Baptism of the Holy Ghost, the experience is neceseary not
only for pmrlty, but for empowerment for service. Speaking
of the Pentecostal experienoe of th� early disciples, he
writes of its indispensabllity to an effective ministry.
But the baptism itself was a divine purifying, an an
ointing bestowing on them a divine illumination, filling
them with faith, and love, with peace and power j so that
their words were mad� sharp In the hearts of God's ene
mies, quick and powerful, like a two-edged sword. This
is an indispensable qualification of a successful minis
try.^
This experience is necessary because man requires
holiness of himself. Man is so constituted that it is im
possible that he should not require this of himself, "Hence,"
writes Finney, "there must always be a war in his own bosom
unless he yields to this demand. He knows he ought to, and
therefore, by a necessity as strong se his own nature, he
must beoome holy, or fall of peace and conscious self -appro
val , "�
Mo�� significant, th� experience of sanetif ication is
a necessity beoause God requires holiness of man, F!e requires
men to be holy because He oannot make us happy unless we will
become holy, God has mad� us in His own image. We are like
"Finney, Memoirs of Oharles G, Finney, p, 55.
%inney. The Way of Salvation, p, 335,
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Hlra in the attributes of intellect, sensibility, and free
will, "Therefore, for the sajp.e reasons that make him require
holiness of himself, he must require it of us,"^
Finally, the establishment in holiness through the
experience of sanctlfioation is necessary because provision
has been mad� for its attainment, Finney inquires of the
extent of the provision of Christ for deliverance from sin
in his sermon "On Being Holy,"
Yet what is Christ if not a Saviour? A Saviour from
what, if not from sin?
Is it not expressly said, 'Thou shalt call his nam�
Jesus, for he shall save his people from their sins'?
\Bhat is Christ to do? Does he save people in their sins?
Shall he not rather save them from their sins, and 'sanc
tify them wholly, ? , . .-^^
Finney holds that full provision for the attainment of con
tinual holiness of life is mad� in the work of Christ and
His relations to the soul of th� Christian, The great design
of the gospel is not only to save men from the pianishment of
sin, but to deliver them from its bondage.
Oh, if they only realized that the whole frame-work
of the gospel is designed to break the power of sin, and
fill men on earth with all the fullness of Cod, how soon
there would be one steady blaze of love in the hearts of
God's people all over the world I J--*-
^Loo , cit ,
10 Ibid,, p, 358,
Hpinney , ^Lectures to Professing Christians, p, 362 �
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Then if the work of Christ is in any sense adeqtiate, the
necessity of attaining sanctlfioation or holiness of heart
and life, implies the possibility of doing so*
Finney found it necessary to give extensive treatment
to th� possibility of Christian perfection in this life. Of
the six chapters given to the subject of sanetification in
%�tematlo Theology, th� better part of four of them is
given to establishing th� practicability of perfection in this
life, and answering objections to the doctrine. A large por
tion of these discusf?ions is concerned with an answering of
supposed Scriptural objections to the possibility of sancti-
f ication, Th� limitations of this study prohibit a detailed
study of Finney's very thorough treatment of these Scriptural
objections �
In his first message on Christian Perfection in the
Lectures to Professing Christians, Finney presents a demon
stration of the attainability of perfect sanetif ication in
this life that is typical of his treatment of th� subject j
1) Sanetif ication is possible in this life becaus� It is
cosfflanded. God does not require th� imposslbl�, "It is al
ways to be understood that when God requires anything of men,
that th�y possess the requisite facilities to do It. "3.2 g)
That there is a nfcural ability to b� perfect is a simple matter
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�f faot. This point he establishes by referencs to th� ac
tual dc^raanda �f the moral law as previously discussed, and by
clarifying what is meant by Christian Perfection. Christian
Perfection is not th� same natural perfections that Cod has.
It is not perfection of knowledge. It is not freed om from
temptation, either from our constitution or from things a-
bout us. It is not freedom from the Christian warfare. It
is not th� infinite moral perfection which Cod has. It is
perfect obedience to the law of God,^^ 3) .Sanctlfioation is
possible because God vfllls it. "This is the will of God,
�v�n your sanotif ication," (I Thessalonians 4:3) 4) 411 the
promises and prophesies of God, that respect the sanetif ica
tion of believers in this world, are to be understood of course,
of their perfect sanetif ication . "What is sanetif icfcition,
but holiness? ... When God requires holiness, are w� to
understand that of partial holiness? Surely not, "3-4 5) h�
points out that perfect sanctlfioation is the great blessing
promised throughout the Bible, He produces a galaxy of Scrip
ture to establish this point: II Peter 1:4, Ezekial 36:25,
Jeremiah 33j8, Zechariah 13:1, Titus 2:13, Romans 11:26, I John
ls9, and I Thessalonians 5:23,
6) The perfect sanetif ication of believers is the very
object for which the Holy Spirit is promised. To quote th�
l^Ibid.. pp. 339-340
l^Ibid., p, 348.
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paasagea that show this, Finnsy feels would take too lauoh
tlnse. The whole tenor of the Scripture respecting the work
of the Holy Spirit proves it.
The whole array of gospel means through which the
Holy Spirit works, is aimed at this, and adapted to
the end of sanctifying the ohurch. All the commands
to be holy, all th� promises, all th� prophecies, all
ordinahdes, all the providences, the blessings and the
judgments, all th� duties of religion, are the means
which the Holy Ghost is to employ for sanctifying the
church
7 ) If it is not practicable duty to be perfectly holy
in this world, then it must follow that the devil has so com
pletely accomplished his design in corrupting mankind, that
Jesus Christ has failed in his purpose to destroy the works
of th� devil, and has no wsjf to sanctify his people but by
taking them out of the world. 8) Thus If perfect sanetif i-
cation is not attainable in this world, it must be either
from a want of motives in the gospel, or a want of sufficient
power in the Spirit of God.
Finney stands unequivocally and consistently for the
possibility and the obligation of living without sin in this
life. Finney 8e�s death in the Scriptures as an enemy, not
a iaviour. Though the language of the church may b� that at
death th� saint will enter into a life of unalterable holiness
� that he shall then, and not till then, be entirely sanctified.
Ibid . , p. 352.
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this If not the language of Scripture. "The language of
Inspiration is, that because he ir sanctified, death shall
be an entrance into a state of eternal glory. "^^
Finney reasons in the Systematic Theology that minis
ters are certainly bound to set up some definite standard of
Christian living. To allow anything but a standard of per
fect ion is to grant an indulgence to ein, Suoh a concession
to sin must certainly undermine all morality. If holiness
of heart attained by entire sanctlfioation is not possible,
what is the correct standard? "If Christians are not ex
pected to be wholly conformed to the will of God in this life,
how much is expected of them?"17 -fitie standard must be abso
lute conformity to the whole will of God �
II. SAHCTIFICATIOl AS RIGHT ULTIMATE IMTEHTIOH
It is typical of Finney to limit his subject and an
ticipate needless objections by outlining first what a thing
is not, and then to describe what it is. With regard to a
definition of sanctlfioation he consistently adhei^es to this
procedure. In hie Views on Sanetif ication he discusses thirty-
five points concerning what sanctlfioation is not. As there la
Finney, Systematic Theology, p, 417,
^�^Ibid., p, 421,
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80a� overlapping and ooeasional redundancy, only the main
points need be mentioned. For Tlnney, entire sanctlfioation
doea not imply any change In the stabstanoe of the soul or
body. If God's reqvJrements are in accord with natural Jus
tice, they cannot require any change in the powers themselves,
but simply the ri^t use of them. It does not imply the an
nihilation of constitutional traits of character, such as
enthusiasm or ia^etuosity, or of constitutional appetites or
susceptibilities, or of natural affection or resentment. It
does not necessitate any ur^ealthy degree of e.xcitement of
the mind .
Sanetif ication does not result in a state of continu
al calmness of mind. Nor does it imply a state of constant
sweetness of mind without any Indignation or holy anger at
sin or sinners, Tt does not imply that the possessor of this
blessing will love or hat� all men alike. Irrespective of
their value, circumstances, and relations. It does not imply
perfect knowledge on any subject, or freedom from vrAstake,
!4or does it involve the knowledge of the exact relative value
of different interests, Sanctlfioation does not imply a de
gree of perfection of faith, love, knowledge or service that
might have been possible had th� possessor never sinned. It
does not necessitate the answering of all of our prayers.
The �xperienc� of sanctlfioation does not imply the
impossibility of future sin. It will however imply that the
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sanctified s�ul will not sin. Watchfulness, prayer, and ef
fort are always needed. So far from implying that the sanc
tified man is no longer dependent on the gracti of Christ, it
implies th� exact opposite. The experience does not imply
the oonsiJBJimation of the C^iriGtian warfare, that is, the con
flict of th� mind with teaptatlon. It does not imply that
there is no more growth in grace after sanotif ication. It
docs not imply any ex�iaption from sorrow. The experience is
not inconsistent with living In hianan society or engaging in
the affairs of this world. It certainly does not imply mo-
rosenees of temper and manners.�^^
If none of these things ar� descriptive of sanctifica-
tlon or implied in th� experience, what then is sanetif ica
tion as Finney understands it? Sanetif ication is a ter^ des
criptive of a phenomenon of the will. It refers to a volun
tary state of mind, Th� term represents not only an act of
th� will but an ultlmat� act or choice, or an executive act
of the volition determining the standing, ultimate Intention
of the will. The Greek ha^iasmos expresses a state or atti
tude of voluntary consecration to God, a standing and control
ling preference of mind, a continuous comittal of the will
to the highest well-being of God and of th� laiiverse,
"Sanctlfioation consists in the will's devoting or con
secrating itself and the whole being, all w� are and have.
l�Pinney, Views on Sanetifi cation, pp. 15-44.
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so far as powers, sueoeptlbilltles, possessions are un
der th� aontrol of the will, to the service of God, or,
which is the same thing, to the highest interests of God
and of being. Sanctlfioation, then, is nothing more nor
less than entire obedience, for the time being, to the
moral law.^�
Finney defines "Entire Sanetif ication" as consisting in "be
ing established, confirmed, preserved, continued in a state
of sanetif ication or of entire consecration to God. "20 it
is in this sens� that Finney uses the term with regard to the
attainffl�nt of Ghristian perfection.
It la important to realize that the oonseeration here
referred to is of such depth that it will not be induced or
perpetuated except by th� operation of the Holy Spirit.SI a1-
though the emphasis in the above definition is almost entire
ly upon the volitional act of man, 8ub8et}u�nt discussion will
demonstrate that this entire consecration is actualized by
Christ through the Holy Spirit, instantaneously, in response
to faith* Wright comments, "Th� real gist of this doctrine
consisted in magnifying at the same time the duty of entire
consecration to God and th� grace of Christ as an aid to the
attainment of t^at standard of duty. "22
-^-^Flnney, Systematic Theology, p. 405.
20loo. cit.
^^Hn��y, Guide to the Saviour, p. 14S.
2%rlght, o�. cit., p. 164.
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It will be acted that in all of this th� primary em
phasis is upc�i the will. It is at this point that A. M. Hill
criticises Finney's view.
Here, again, are the two fundamental and fatal mis
takes of his system. So far as it relates to sanctifi-
cation: h� makes it consist in a devotion of the will
to God -- a thing that is always secured by conversion
and reg�neration � while the Scripture makes it con
sist in the GLFJVNSIKG of the whole being, precisely as
the Methodist Church teaches, 2) He makes 'consecra
tion' synonymous with 'sanotifIcation. � But consecra
tion is only one of several conditions of sanctlfioa
tion; not the thing itself .^3
Kills here evidences the common misunderstanding of
Finney's terminology, and fails to evaluate his position in
the light of his total theology, lhat Hills says of Finney's
view of sanotif ication is true. But it is not tru� of Fin*
ney's doctrine of 'entire or permanent sanctlfioation' which
is the subject under cons id�rat ion. That sanotif ication as
a devotion of the will to God is s�cur�d by conversion, Fin
ney would readily admit. Did not iffesley himself teach that
regeneration was sanctlfioation begun? As has been noted,
Finney understands entire sanctlfioation to consist in being
established, confirmed, and preserved In the state of absolut
and entire con8eof�ation. To say that Pinney equates consecra
tion and sanetif ication does violefice to his use of th� terms
Bven in Finney's view, consecration, as Hills here uses th�
term, is indeed a condition of sanetif ication. The willful
^^ills, o�. olt., p. 223.
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coramltment of th� whol� being to God, accoiHpanied by faith
in Christ, results in th� �stablishment of the heart in ab
solut� eonseoration involving ultimate intention. This is
not 'sanotif ication' , but '�ntir� sanctlfioation' in Finney's
thought �
III. THE 'SEMSIBILITY' � COUMTIfiHDEVEI.OPMF:ST
AMD/OR CLEANS IHG
It will b� remembered that Plmey speaks of th� sensi
bility, or feeling department of the mind, as being sadly and
physically depraved. As a result of sin there is a disorder
ing of the appetites and passions, the desires and cravings.
Besides all this, artificial appetites are generated, "The
whole sensibility becomes a wilderness, a chaos of conflict
ing and clamorous desires, emotions and passions, "1^4 This
condition Is described as fphysical depravity', as opposed to
moral depravity, ^is condition has no moral quality. The
appetites, passions, and propensities, depraved though they
may be, are not to be considered i in. Sin consists In wrong
choice. They are not sinful, though they are the occasions
of sin, Finney comments, "When these lusts or appetites are
spoken of as the 'passions of sin,' or as 'sinful lusts or
passions,' it is not becaus� th�y are sinful in themselves.
Plnney, Systematic Theology, p. 230.
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but becftuse th�f are the occasions of sin,"25 lyjje source of
sin, then. Is not the corruption of the sensibilities. The
source of sin is the perversion of the will resulting In the
choice of wrong ultimate intention, which in turn allows it
to consent to the satisfying of the appetites.
Sanotif ication, as has been already seen, is the es*
tablishing of the will In a state of absolute consecration
to God. This consecration involves a state of choice, or a
standing and controlling preference of the mind, a continued
co^ital of the will to the highest well being of God and the
universe. It has been pointed out that this state of complete
consecration cannot be attained except by the work of Christ
through the Spirit appropriated by faith. Thus Finney eahorts
his Hew York congregation to take right hold of Christ, by
faith, for sanotif ication. Just as they did for Justification.
Resolutions and works, fastings and prayers, endeavors and
activities ar� all to no avail.
It is all work, work, work, when it should be by faith
in Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto us wisdom, and
ri^t�ousnes8, and SAWCT IF ICATION, and redemption. When
they go and take right hold of the strength of God, they
will be sanctified. Faith will bring Christ right into
the soul, and fill it with the same Spirit that breathes
through Himself. It is faith that must sanctify j it is
faith that purifies th� heart.�^
2Slbid., p. 246.
2�Finney, Lectures to Professing Christians, p. 563.
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Faith, than, is the instrument or condition of our
aanct if ication. The efficient agent that induces a state
of present and permanent sanetif ication, is Christ. Faith
sii^ly receives Christ as king, to live and reign in the
soul. Christ, in the exercise of his different offices and
appropriated In his different relations by faith, secures the
sanetif ication of the soul. But how is this accomplished?
Finney replies, "This He does by divine discoveries to the
soul of Fis divine perfections and fulness. "27 The influence
of Christ upon the heart in the accomplishing of sanetif ioa
tion is not physical, but that of moral perstiasion, Finney
summarizes :
The truth is, beyond all question, that sanotif ication
is by faith as opposed to works. That is, faith receives
Christ in all his offices and in all the fullness of his
relations to the soul; and Christ when received, works
in the soul . . , not by a physical, but by a moral and
persuasive working. Observe, he influences the will .
5hls must be by a moral influence. If its actings are
intelligent and free, as they must be to be holy. That
is, if he Influences the will to obey God, it must be
by a divine moral suasion.28
The effect of this working of Christ in the soul in the
acccanpllshing of immediate sanetif ication is to so reveal
himself as to completely ravish and engross the affections.
So that "we would sooner cut our own throats or suffer others
27
Finney, Guide to the gaviour. p. S3.
^�Ibid., p. 203.
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to out them than to ain against him. "29 Such an experience
of Christ is, of course, naturally impossible. But, inquires
Finney, "Is not the Holy Spirit able, and willing, and ready
to thus reveal him upon condition of asking it in faith?
Surely he is."�^
This initial work of establishment in sanetif ication
is accomplished by an act of faith that lays hold upon Christ
as the soul's Sanetification. It is instantaneous. It brings
with it immediate deliverance from the bondage of sin. In
the sense that the soul lays hold of Christ by faith as De
liverer from the bondage of sin, and is Immediately set free
and established in holiness tr rough the purifying of the ul
timate intention of the will, the heart is cleansed instan
taneously from sin.^^ Sanetif ioation, then, brings immediate
deliverance from the bondage of sin, and inanediate establish
ment in holiness. Thus Finney exhorts believers to at once
purify their hearts by faith.
The same is true of multitudes of anxious Christians,
who are inquiring what they shall do to overcome the
world, the flesh, and the devil. . . .They put forth ef
forts in this direction, and in that direction, and patch
up their righteousness on on� side, while they mak� a
rent in the other side. Thus they spend years, in running
around in a circle, and making dams of sand across th�
*^Ibld., p. 48.
^Qloo. cit.
^^Plnney marshalls the following Scripture in support
of cleansing from all sin through the blood of Christ: Heb
rews 9:14, I Peter 1:19, I Peter 1;2, Revelation 1:5.
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current of their own corruptions. Instead of at^ once
purifying their hearts by faith, they are engaged in
trying to arrest the overflowing of their bitter waters ,32
In order to settle and confina the soul in sanetifica-
tion soffle provision must be made for the control and ultimate
redemption of the sensibilities. This is achieved by a "coun-
terdevelopment of the sensibilities,"
One great thing that needs to be done to confirm and
settle the will in the attitude of entire consecration
to Ood, is to bring about a count�rdevelopment of the
sensibility, so that it will not draw the will away from
God, It nseds to be mortified , , . fa) powerful , , .
revelation of Christ to the soul, "33
Ghless the sensibilities are thus counterbalanced by
the revelation of Christ to the Christian, they will continue
to be an occasion to sin, Pinney goes so far as to say that
this lapsed department of our nature must be recovered, sanc
tified, or coi;^let�ly restored to harmony with th� consecrated
will and enlightened intelligence or we are never fitted for
heaven .3*
The process of counterdevelopment must be furthur ex
plicated. When temptations arise in the sanctified will
through the d�praved condition of the physical sensibilities,
the Holy Spirit reveals Christ to th� soul in exactly that
relation that will compl�tely meet the need of the heart.
S^Finnay, Views on Sanct 1 fi ca t ion . pp . 175 - 176, Under
lining added,
^^Finney, Guide to the Saviour, p, 38.
3*Cheesebro, 0�, cit . , p, 220,
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For exaufflple, on� raay b� teaiptcd to despair by Satan's sug
gestion that our sins have been too great to be forgiven.
In this oas� th� soul nseds a revelation of Christ as its atone
ment and justif ieatlon. Another time the soul may be tempted
to despair of its sanetif ieatlon because of the temptations
of the physical propensities. It then must have a revelation
of Christ as Its Sanetif ication. Again, in the time of dis
couragement because of the nianber and strength of its enemies,
th� soul needs a revelation of Christ as Mi^ty God, and as
its strong tower -35
By th�s� r�velations to the soul, the Lord Jesus cap
tures the attention and devotion of the will. The work of
Christ in the particular relation needed is appropriated by
faith, and th� will is confirmed in ob�dienc�, Pinn�y writes,
"Wh�n the Holy Spirit has rovealed to us the necessity, and
Christ as exactly suitad to fully meet that necessity, and
urged his acceptance in that relation \jntil we have appropri
ated him by faith, a great work is don�."36
This process, then, constitutes the counterdevelopment
of th� sensibilities. Christ, revealed to the soul as constant
ly and perfectly adequate to every need commands th� love, de
votion and allegiane� of th� heart. In th� light of the reve
lation of the spiritual reality of Christ to the soul, th�
35pinn�y, Systeraatie Theology, p. 447. For a more com
plete lifting of the relations of Christ to th� soul, se� Ap-
p�ndix B,
36Finn�y, Guid� to the Saviour, p, 52,
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cravings of last, appetite, and passion are viewed in their
proper perspective, Christ is seen to satisfy every need so
ranch more wonderfully on the spiritual level, than might a
surrender to temptations in the physical nature. The sensi
bilities lose their appeal to the soul thus enamored with
the glories of Christ. They cease to draw the soul from God,
and indeed, are thus eventually recovered, redeemed, and
sanctified.
IV. THE BAPTISM OF THF KOLY GBOST
Oheesebro points out that it was in 1839 and 1840,
largely under the influence of Asa Mahan and John Morgan at
Oberlin, that Finney gave fuller consideration to the doc
trine of the Holy Spirit,
Ihereas he had all along fervently believed in the
work and personal influence of th� Spirit, he now came
to realize that believers should seek 'the baptism of
the Holy Ghost' as a special gift, subsequent to their
conversion. The baptism is to be obtained aft�r believ
ing and is 'the secret of th� stability of the Christian
character, '37
The baptism of the Roly Ghost is seen by Finney to im
part three principle gifts to Christians: Foli^ess, Power,
and Stability, Whil� It may not be correct to say that Finney
always refers to sanetif ication when he speaks of the baptism
of the Holy Ghost, it Is always true that the sanctlfioation
3*5'Oheesebro, 0�, oit,, p, 211,
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of th� believer will involve a baptisns of the Foly Ghost.
Finney relatas the baptism of the Spirit to his doctrine of
sanctlfioation in a Iscture on "Death to Sin" based on the
text Romans 6:7. Finney points out that the dominion of sin
over the hrart has been established over so long a period that
holiness can never be attained by one's own efforts. "Our
powers are too much enslaved by Its protracted indulgence.
Sin has too long been our master, to b� at one� put down by
any unaided efforts of our own."3B Than how is death to sin
to be realised in the life? Finney answers, that It is ef
fected by the baptlam of the Holy Spirit.
Th� baptism of the Spirit does not imply the bestow-
ment of miraculous gifts � . . or . . . great excitement.
But it does imply sudh a degree of divine influence as
will purify th� heart . , . Spiritual baptism is the puri
fying of the heart by the Holy Spirit. ... If on� would
enter into this death to sin, he must be baptizad with
the Boly Spirit .39
%hile Finnoy most consistently teaches the n��d of an
initial and crisis baptism of the Spirit, he holds that sub
sequent baptisms of the Spirit are necessary for occasional
confirmation and refreshment. He suggests, "Sew trials may
call for fresh baptisms of th� Spirit." If selfishness could
cause the fall of holy Adam, how much more likely is It to
occur in those who have so long b��n dominated by selfishness.
3Bcharl�s G. Finney, "Death to Sin," Th� Oberlin Evan
gelist (July 15, 1840), p. 114.
3�Loc. cit.
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"Renewed teamptatlon calls for fresh and more powerftil
baptisBis of the Holy Spirit, Be not satisfied then with one
anointing. But look day by day for deeper draughts of th�
water of llfe,"^^
The second gift imparted in the bact ism of the Spirit
is power. The expression "enduement of power from on high"
is a favorit� with Pinn�y. H� sees this enduement as espsci-
ally necessary to an �ffeotive ministry. It is calculated to
make a Ghristian wise and efficient in bringing souls to
Christ, This enduement is the one essential, even indispensa
ble qualification for a minister's usefulness in the world,
Finney is greatly grieved that there is a constant tendency
to substitute culture, human learning, or eloquence for this
Divine enduement ,^2
Christ does not require us to make brick without straw.
To whom He gives the commission Fe also gives the admoni
tion and the promise. If th� commission Is heartily ac
cepted, if the prcaBise is b�li�v�d, if th� admonition to
wait upon the Lord till our strength Ig renewed be complied
with, we shall receive th� enduement,**
In his tract on "Power from on ^-igh", Finney is care
ful to demonstrate that the baptism of the Spirit is a blessing
*%>oc, oit,
*2.Hiiis^ 0�. cit,, p, 190,
'*^Ibld,, p, 189.
'^Finney, The Enduement of Power From on High, p, 9,
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received subsequent to oonveraion. He points out that there
Is a great difference between the peace and the power of the
Holy Spirit in the soul,
Ihe disciples were Christians before the Day of Pente
cost, and as such, had a measure of the Holy Spirit . ,
� � They had the peace which Qirist had given them, but
not th� power whioh Re had promised � This may be true
of all Christians, and right here is, I think, the great
mistake of th� Church, and of th� ministry. They rest
in conversion, and do not seek until they obtain this �n-
duement of power from on high .44
This enduement vlth power is not something into which
people can gradually grow, by forming habits of persuasion
and conversation. "It Is a gift --an anointing, instantane
ously received, and that may be enlarged or diminished as the
possessor of it uses It mor� or l�ss faithfully and lnt�nsely
for the purpose for which it was given.
Th� third blessing that Pinney associates with th�
baptism of th� Spirit is stability. The anointing or sealing
baptism of the Spirit in connection with the experience of
sanotif Ication, establishes the soul in permanent sanctiflca-
tion. It is by this anointing, th� reception of th� earnest
of our inheritance, that salvation is rend�r�d sur�.*^
**Charl�s G. Finney, Power From On Hi^ (Boston: Willard
Tract Repository, circa. 1870 ), pp. l2-T^.
^Scharles G. Finney, Power From On Hi^hj Who May Expect
the Ehduem�nt (Boston: Willard Tract Hepository. circa. 1870 ),
pTl^^^
4�It should be pointsd out that Finney rejected the per
severance of the saints as commonly \2nderstood by the Galvinis-
tic theologians. In a sermon on "Salvation Always Conditional"
he states that no on� act of faith, nor any oth�r exercise c�n
render salvation from sin or hell uncond it ionally certain.
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Now, it i� of the laet importance that converts should
be taught not to rest short of this permanent sanotif ica
tion. this sealing, this being established in Christ by
the special anointing of the Holy (jhost .... The bap
tism or sealing of the Holy Spirit, subdues the power of
the desires, and strengthens sunid confirms the will in re
sisting the impulse of desire, and in abiding permanent
ly in a state of making the whole being an offering to
V. Tffi PHACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
OF SAHCTIFICATION
It is typical of F'inney to lay strong eaqphasls upon
the practical ia^lioations of his teaching. Sanetif ication
must find expression in the life of man. It is not a self-
centered experience. It involves the subsequent attitude of
its possessor towards God, the Kingdom, the World, and one
self. In his Views on Sanotif ication Finney lists twelve
such Implications of the doctrine of sanetif ication. 1) "Love
is the sum of all that is implied in entire sanetification."
This love, as exercised towards God is characterized by Its
being a love of the heart or will, by benevolence, or good-
willing, by esteem, by gratitude, by disinterestedness, and
by the faot that it is in every instance supreme. As exercised
To possess a knowledge of lincondit ional salvation would break
the power of moral government and insure a fall. ( Oberlin E-
vanfielist (December 16, 1840), p. 202.) Oheesebro suramarize's
Finney* 8 position in this area. "On the question of the per
severance of the saints, the truth is that the saints will be
saved because they persevere, not simply because they are saints."
(Oheesebro, 0�, olt., p. 221.)
^"^Quoted in Oheesebro, 0�. cit . . p. 215.
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towards one's fellow raen, it Is characterized by benevolence,
esteem, equality, and impartiality,
2) Entire Sanctlfioation implies entire conformity
of heart and life to all th� known will of God, 3) It im
plies such a perfect confidence in Ohrist as to be willing
that all events should be at His sovereign disposal, thus
�liminating undu� anxiety, 4) This blessing implies a su
preme disposition to glorify and serve God � that His is the
ruling principle of one's life � that one liv�s for no low�r
or other end than this � that all other things that one de
sires are esteemed as a means to this end,
5) rntire sanctlfioation implies such a degree of
energy in the principle of love, as directly or indirectly
to control every design and �v�ry voltmtary action, 6) It
implies an abiding sense of the presence of God, 7) It im
plies a deep and uninterrupted communion with God, 8) It
implies a greater dread of offending God than of any other
�vil, 9) It implies th� subjugation of all our appetites
and passions to the will of God, 10) It Implies the strict
est employment of our tirr.e in th� acquisition of knowledge,
and a consecration of what we already know to th� service of
God.
11) Entire Sanctlfioation implies th� c<aEapl�te anni
hilation of selfishness under all Its forms, and a practical
and hearty recognition of the rights and interests of one's
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neighbor* fhle blessing prohibits all siipreme self-love, all
exeeeslve self-love, all apathy and indifference in regard to
the well being of one's fellow men. It requires the practioal
recognition of th� fact, that all men ar� brethren. It requires
on� to exercise as tender a regard to ona's neighbor's reputa
tion, interest, and w�ll-being, in all respeots, as to ons's
own. 12) Entire Sanctlfioation implies a willing?ies� to �xer-
oise self-denial, even tinto death, for th� glory of God and
good of man, did they require It.*�
VI. RBXATIO?! TO THF WFSLEYAN Vm?
OP SAICTIFICATIOH
A brief consideration of th� relation of Finney's doc
trin� of sanotifioation to that of th� Wesleyan position will
serve as a concise review and summary of the materials in this
chapter. Unfortunately, the d�viation6 of Finney from th�
Wesleyan doctrine of sanctlfioation have been more often pointed
yep than those areas of substantial agreement. The conclusions
of Finney have too often received a blanket dismissal by Wes
leyans as Calvinistic, or Keswickian, or associated with some
other school, and therefore irrelevant. It is siarprising to
not� how many areas there ar� in which both the Wesleyans and
Finney concur.
^Spinney, Views on Sanotif igation . pp, 45 tt .
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There is agreerosnt at the point of the necessity of
attaining an experienoe of entire sanot if ication resulting in
Ghristian perfection. Both schools would agree that this ex
perience plays, to soine extent, a determinative role with re
gard to final salvation. Such a state is necessary if temp
tation is to be consistently and finally overcome, Both
would affirm that impurity will not be tolerated in heaven.
Both would recognize that God commands holiness of life in
Christians .
In the view of these schools, sanctlfioation ie redded
as distinct from and subsequent to conversion. In fact, con
version is viewed as a prerequisite of entire sanetif ioation.
Whil� they would admit that th�r� is an �l�m�nt of sanetifi ca
tion in regeneration and conversion, entire sanetif ication
Is to b� sought subsequently as a distinct work of grace in
the heart .
With regard to the possibility of attaining to Christian
perfection in this life, both schools are in positive agreement.
It is possible, and indeed the obligation of every Christian,
to live without sin. But in saying this, both the Wesleyans
and Finney would be careful to make a distinction In th� res
pect iv� elements of Pxjrity and Maturity as they relate to
Christian perfection, Furthur, they would be careful to dis
tinguish betwe�n sins of volition, and sins caused by infirmity,
if indeed these may be called sins. There is oonristent
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Insistence that this state is intended for and realizable
in this life. Death does not cleanse the heart from ein.
Both schools stand in agreement with regard to the
conditions or steps of entering into entire sanetif ication.
Any appropriation of the provisions of the gospel for one's
sanctlfioation must be preceded by an intense realization of
one's need. This sense of desperate need must be accompanied
by a total and final consecration of the whole being, body,
soul, and spirit, to God. Th� final step, and actual condi
tion, for entering into this experience is se�n to be faith,
Pinn�y and the Wesleyans understand the possibility and
attainment of sanetif ication to be grounded in th� work of
Christ. It is to be received by faith and is therefore a work
of grace � a second work of grace. This experience is to be
Instantaneously realized in response to faith. It is accom
panied by, and effected by th� baptism of the Holy Ghost,
Perhaps most important is the faot that th� same results
in exp�ri�noe ar� �xpect�d in the two schools. The experience
of the entirely sanctified is typified by perfect lev�. There
is realized an immediate and total release from the power of
sin. Consequently, the sanctified man lives in complete and
continued conformity to the whole will of God.
Distinctions betve�n the two views are in every cas�
th� result of doctrinal presuppositions. It will be recalled
that Finney's doctrinal presuppositions with regard to sanctlfi
oation lay in the area of the concept of the simplicity of
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moral aotlon, the natiire and moral significance of depravity,
the demands of the moral law, and the nature of the work of
the Holy %>lrit upon th� hianan heart. These presuppositions
are clearly reflected in the distinctions between the two
views .
Th� W�sl�yan r�gards moral depravity as consisting in
th� d�prav�d condition of th� human heart, involving �vil
prop�nsiti�s , cravings, and perversion of th� appetites.
Though inherited as a result of the fall, this condition is
regarded as sinful. The depraved heart of man is seen to be
th� locus of sin. It is th� flesh, th� carnal man which Is
not subject to the law of God, th� old man, "the sin which
dwelleth in me." Sin consists not only in volitional acts,
but in the inherited condition of the heart. All of this
Pinney rejects, as has been seen. To him, all sin must in
volve volition if it is to be, indaed, sin. Morality iH^lies
volition and free will. Moral depravity consists, not in th�
inherited depravity of the appetites, affections, and propen-
siti�s, but in the choic� governing the ultimate intention of
the will. The locus of ein is not th� carnal mind, or th�
fl�sh, or th� old man, but th� choice of th� will. It follows,
that wh�r�as. In the Wesleyan interpretation, the operation of
the Spirit involves a change of nature and a cleansing of the
Finful propensities, th� operation of the Spirit in Finney's
approach is that of mwal persuasion inducing a change of the
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ultimate intention of th� will, and confirming it in that
choioe,
W�fll�yan8 must reject }'inn�y's notion of th� counter-
development of the sensibilities e Th� sensibilities as invol
ving passions, cravings, and propensities towai�d evil, are not
to b� controlled, or counterdeveloped and only later redeemed
as in Finney, but they are cleansed, if not annihilated in the
work of entire sanctlfioation.
There is little doubt that if Finney had begun with the
W�sl�yan presuppositions with regard to depravity, th� fre�
gift of grace, pr�veni�nt grace, and th� natur� of th� Spirit's
operation in the heart, he vfould have been ocnsistently in a-
greement with the Wesleyan view of entire sanetif ication. But
it is more important to observe that in regard to the attaina
bility of th� experience of entire sanctlfioation, the prere
quisites of attainment, th� conditions of attainment, and the
results of entering into this experience, both the Wesleyans
and Finney are in substantial, if not absolut� agreement.
CHAPTER V
RKStlLTS AUD REACTIONS TO CHARLES G. FIKHEY'S
DOCTRINE OF SANOT IFICAT ION
As th% understanding of the Oberlin men oonceraing the
doctrine of sanotif ication took form, they began to broadcast
their views, especially through the pages of the Oberlin Evan
gelist, President Asa Mahan, Prof, John Morgan, Prof, Oowles,
and Prof, Finney made extensive contributions to its coluBins,
expounding the doctrin� of entire sanctlfioation. President
Mahan, and of course, Finney himself, had gained extensive
renown as evangelists. As they propagated their understanding
of sanotifioation in connsotlon with their evangelistic labors,
the r influence of the �'Ob�rlin school" b�gan to b� ext�nsiv�-
ly felt. Finney wielded, perhaps, the widest influence of all
the Oberlin men, not only becaus� his phenomenal effectiveness
as an evangelist had secured for him the sympathetic attention
of a great host of Christian leaders, but because of his exten
sive literary activity. In 1840 h� published his Views on
Sanctlfioation . in 1847 his Systematic Theology, and in 1849
his Guid� to the Saviour. Oberlin Colleg� sent out scores of
convinced apologists for its doctrinal views into the minis
try both at hcane and abroad. It was inevltabl� that th� com
bined influence of these approaches to th� Christian public
should preclpitat� both si?jnif leant results and reaction.
lOS
I. RIS TILTS
It is of isi^ortancc to t' is study to inquire as to the
nature and extent of the response Finney's preaching concern
ing entire sanetif ication received. After what we have con
sidered Finney's own attalniBent of sanetif ication in the winter
of 1843, he records, "I spent nearly all the remaining part
of the winter, till I was obliged to return home, in instruct
ing the people in regard to the fulness there is in Christ.
But he found his preaching to be above the heads of the majori
ty of the people. They did not understand him.
The people of the churches generally were in no state
to receive my views of sanetif Ication; and although there
were individuals in nearly all the churches who were deep
ly interested and greatly blessed, yet as a general thing,
the testimony that I bore was unintelligible to them.2
lowerer, his witness and instruction was not totally ineffec
tive. He reports that there were indeed, a goodly number that
did understand his teaching* "They were wonderfully blessed
in their sotJls, and mad� more progress in the divine life, as
I have reason to believe, than In all their lives before. "3
Although there is convincing evidene� in th� Memoirs
of Finney's faithfulness in teaching entire sanotif ication,
there Is a conspicuous absence of refersnce to persons being
sanctified under his ministry.*
^Finney, Kemoirs of Charles G. Finney, p. 379.
%oo. oit.
^Loc . oit.
*Gf . Finney, 0�. cit., p. 363 for refer�nc� to doctrines
preaohed at Rochester in~T8"42.
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There may be at least two reasons for this . Whereas
Wesley might insist that seekers should not be satisfied with
their experience until they are as sure of their sanctlfioa
tion as they were of their Justification, Pinney places lit
tle emphasis on the matter of assurance with regard to sanc
tlfioation. His teaching does not, by any means, preclude
assurance. It does, in fact, provide for it. But, by and
large, Finney does not press the matter. He goes so far as
to suggest that a man may be sanctified without being convinc
ed that he has attained that state. Then, Finney placed lit
tle eiKphasis upon testimony concerning the attaiiwient of Chris
tian perfection. As far as ie known, Pinney hiffls elf did not
make any explicit statement concerning his own experience. As
has been noted, he did not discourage others from testifying,
but he himself probably thought it wisest In consideration of
possible misunderstanding by his critics, to demonstrate the
fruits of th� blessing, without making positive statements of
testimony. In view of th�s� considerations, it is not surpri
sing that on� finds littl� reference to dcflnit� sanctlfioa
tion undsr Finney's ministry.
Th� first, and only reference in his autobiography rela
ting the details of an individual's sanotif ication occurs in
connection with the record of his meetings at Syracuse in 1B52-
1853. Th� woman was the Christian wife of an unconv�rt�d m�r-
chant, Finney d�scrib�s her as a lady of great refinement, and
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beauty of oharaeter and person.
She attended our meetings, and beoame very rauoh convic
ted for a deeper work of grace in her soul , , , , I had
a few moments* conversation with her, and directed her at
tention especially to the necessity of thorough and univer
sal consecration of herself and of her all to Christ, I
told her that when she had done this, she must believe for
the sealing of the Holy Spirit, She had heard the doc
trine of sanctlfioation preaohed, and it had greatly in
terested hers and her inquiry was how she should obtain
It , , , , In th� afternoon she returned as full of the
loly Spirit, to all human appearance, as she could be,^
A few days later her husband called on Finney, Me repoirted
that after his wife's c<mversion he had thought her to be al
most or quite perfect. But now she had manifestly passed
through a greater change than ever, "There is such a spirit
in her, such a change, such an �n�rgy in h�r r�ligion, and suoh
a fulness of Joy and psace and lov�!"�
It is not to be thoufi^t that Finney's works are devoid
of any reference to definite results from his teaching of
sanotifioation. He closes one of his leotures on sanctlfioa
tion in the Systematic Theology , by Indicating that before h�
had b�gun to instruct converts with regard to sanctlfioation,
they would frequently fall back into their former state,
I seldom saw, and can now understand that I had no rea
son to expect to see, under the instructions which I then
gave, such a state of religious principle, suoh a steady
and confirmed walking with Ood aoMsng Christians, as I have
seen since the chang� in my vi�ws and instructions,'''
^Ibid,. pp. 422-423.
^Ibid,. p, 424,
'^Finnsy, Syst�raatic Theology, p, 423,
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On� fiirth�r r�f�r�nce should b� polnt�d out as witn�s-
slng extensiv� response to Finney's preaching, and as dsiaon-
stratlng the effect of the experience upon the lives of its
possessors.
The proclamation of it (the doctrine of entire sanc
tlfioation) is now regarded by multitudes as 'good tid
ings of great Joy.' Prom every quarter, we get the glad
some intelligence, that souls are entering Into the deep
rest and peace of the gospel, that they are awaking t� a
life of faith and love � and that instead of sinking
down into Antinomlan ism, th�y ar� eminently more benevo
lent, active, holy, and useful than ever before � that
they are �min�ntly more prayerful, watchful, diligent,
meek, sober-minded and heavenly in all their lives ,0
As might well be �xpected, Finn�y aohl�v�d his grsat-
�st effectiveness in r reaching th� experl�nc� and grac� of
sanotifioation at Oberlin, It was there that the initial Im-
ptilse was received to give serious consideration to the sub-
J�ct, At times, the concern of the students to enter into the
fullness of the blessing seemed so intense that they outran
their instructors in their z�al for the �xperi�nce. As a re
sult of th� preaching of Finney and his colleagues, Warfleld
records, "The majority of the students, perhaps also the ma
jority of the inhabitants, were more or less deeply sMJved by
th� propaganda: many definitely adopted th� n�w teaching and
�nd�avor�d both to live it themselves and to communicat� It to
others,"�
�Flnney, Views on Sanetif ication. p. 203,
^warfleld, o�. cit,, pp, 208-200,
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II. REACT lOHS
The reaetlone to Finney's presentation of the doctrine
of sanctlfioation are far siinpler to trace than the results.
The natural aan has never taken easily to an insistence upon
the possibility and obligation of attaining Christian perfec
tion. It mas so in the case of Finney, his colleagues, and the
whole Oberlin coi�munity. They received criticism, resistance,
and bitter opposition from almost every quarter. It was a
"baptism of fire,"
The reaction that was most deeply distressing to Finney
was that which cairiO from his friends, converts, and associates.
New York friends remonstrated with Finney, or else felt embar
rassed over what they had heard about him. A, A. Norton, a
elose friend, wrote to Finney In March of 1839 expressing his
inability to accept what he had heard to be his position, "When
Oberlin Perfectionism is spoken of I have often exclaimed �it
is not so, Mr, F, is not a perfectionist' . , , you must ex
cuse us, if in every point we do not agree with you, "10
Suoh a respectful and affectionate evidence of concern
at the development of his theology, while to some extent dis
tracting, was hardly a cause of heartache. But Finney was
deeply grieved when some of th� castors, in association with
*'^A, A� Norton to Mrs, Pinney, March 11, 1839 (Finney
MSS), quoted in Oheesebro, o�, cit,, 224,
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whom h� had his greatest revivals, repudiated and opposed his
teaching. Re felt that he was toeing wounded in the house of
his friends, Warfleld points out that S. 0, Aiken, who had
been a pastor at Otica, Hew York during Finney's great revi
val there and one of his chief supporters during the whole
course of his revival campaigns in Central Hew York, was a
signatory of the able refutation of Oberlin Perfectionism put
out by the Presbytery of Cleveland in 1841,^1
In that same year, the Presbytery of Troy, New York
took up the matter of Christian perfection and the Oberlin
teachings in general. They drew up a statement denouncing
both. The stated clerk to the "Action of th� Troy Presbytery"
of June 1841 was none other than H. S. S. Beman. It was in
cooperation with Beman that Finney had la bored with such unique
effectiveness at Troy in 1826. Oheesebro notes, "As Finney
read the denunciation of the Oberlin views and beheld Beman 's
name he almost involuntarily exclaimed, 'Kt Tu Brute! '"-^^
On his last trip to Boston, his former friend Fdward
1. Kirk, distrsssed at th� influenoe of Finney's teaching with
regard to sanotifioation, wrote to him. "I did not request you
to come to Boston to labor, and am entirely unable to regard
myself as rssponsible for th� results of your labors ....
Warfleld, o�. cit., p. 209.
Oheesebro, 0�. oijb., p, 225.
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W� may talk this over in heaven. In this world I am persua
ded it would do no good.
Kith his emphasis upon human ability and his rej�ction
of th� austerities of th� Old School Calvinism, Finney had
bean identifi�d with th� Wew School. However, as roports b�-
gan to circulate concerning his new teaching, h� b�gan to be
considered with suspicion even by his brethren in th� New
School. Representatives of the Hew School felt that they wer�
under serious criticism enough, without taking a chance of
b�ing identified with Perfectionism. In 1837 the Quarterly
Christian Spsctator expressed concern over Finney's doctrinal
advances*
On the subject of Christian Perfection, we think Mr.
Finney is not always sufficiently guardea^ and though
w� do not believe he means anything more than we should
fully admit � the possibility and duty of obedience to
Ood in all things oosmtanded � yet we fear he may be lia
ble to misconstruction and injur� th� consci�nc�s of many
weak, but pious persons.
George Duffield, succeeded Finney as pastor of the Broad
way Tabernacle in Hew York. He later went to Detroit, and be
came known as a leading exponent of th� Kew School Presbytsrian-
ism. After the publication of Finney's Systematic Theology.
Dtiffield wrote a "Warning Against Frror" concerning it. Th�
15
Kirk to Finn�y, March 1, 1858 (Plnney ?^SS), quoted in
Ch��sebro, o�. cit.. p. 2S'S.
"^''Quoted in Cl�fe�sebro, o�. oit., p. 225.
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"Warning" had a widespread and detrimental influence against
Finney's teaching* It was adopted by the Presbytery of De
troit and subsequently by the J?ynod of Michigan in October,
1847. This action resulted in serious discrimination against
Oberlin men.^�
Finney published a "Reply to Dlffield's 'Warning Against
Error'" in the Oberlin Quarterly Review, and later included it
as an appendix in th� 1851 edition of his Systematic Theology .
Finney contended that in seeking to escape his conclusions,
Dfcffield had conceded the absurdities of the Old Sdiool posi
tion .
In January of 1849, a lengthy critical discussion of
Finney's theology by D<�ffield, appeared in the Biblical Reposi
tory and Classical Review* After a voliaainous refutation of
Finney's theological tenets, Duffield concltwies by d�pr�oating
not only his doctrines, but his method of preaching and means
in revivals � He then launches a violent and respectfully vit
uperative judgment upon the effect of Finney's theology.
The verj names of rsvivals and spiritual religion, as
well as the religious profession of multitudes, have been
rendered a ta\ait and a reproach. We attribute the present
dearth of Divine influences, and th� absence of the true
spirit of revival to th� influence of this man-exalting
and God-dishonoring philosophy, i&hich has attempted to
nattiralise religion, if we may so speak, denisd the very
office and grieved th� blessed Spirit of God. Its preva
lence will prove but the pioneer of mere natural religion
Ibid., p. 226
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to foster Deism, Unitarianlsm, and Infidelity. 1�
Finney's theology led to his being abandoned by most
of his former Preibyterian and Congregational colleagues.
Many of them associated his 'Oberlin Perfeotionism' with the
?antinomlan' or 'free love' perfectionism of the eccentric
John Humphrey Noyes and the Oneida coaanunlty. Noyes had stu
died under Hathaniel Taylor, principle voice of the Mew School
movement, at Yale, Fie specifically stated that the Oneida
perfectionism grew out of the new divinity, Ita order to avoid
this odious aesociation, Lymn Beecher, George Duffield, and
others felt it necessary to be particularly vehement in their
repiadiation of all perfectionists, including Finney, Actually
this did little to relieve the situation, as the Old School
Presbyterians were convinced that the evils of perfectionism
were the inevitable and logical results of new school theology,
and they continued to go out of their way to lump Beecher
with Finney, and Finney with Noyes. Finney, of course, was
no more sympathetic with Hoyes' extreme views than Bee(dier.
He denied any spiritual kinship with 'antinomlan perfection
ism' and insisted that perfectionism as he defined it did not
mean that converted men, even after sanotifioation, were en
titled to follow their impulses and dispense with the ordinary
rules of morality.^'''
16oeorge Duffield, "Review of Finney's Theology," Ihe
Biblical Repository and Classical Review. Vol, V,, Ko, 1 C Janu-
ary
I'^McLoughlin , 0�, cit,, p, 104, Cf, also Finney, Wemoirs
o^" Charles G, Finney, p, IJ?r,
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Finney's position was such that he fell under the orl-
tlQiam both of his associates in the Hew School, and as well
might be �xpected, of the Old School Prosbyterians , whos�
views he had opposed sine� th� comm�nc�ment of his ministry.
In 1847, the redoubtable Gharlss Hodge of Princeton took up
his p�n to review th� second volume of Finney's Systematic
Theology . Speaking concerning the general nature of the work,
he writes, "It is eainsntly logical, rationalistic, rsokloas,
and confidant. Conclusions at war with th� common faith of
Christians, are not only avowed without hesitation, but 'sheer
nonsense,' 'stark nonsense,' . , , are the terms applied to
doctrines whioh have ever h�ld their plac� in th� faith of
Ood's p�opl� and which will maintain their position undisturb-
�d, long after this work is bur lad in oblivion, "18
Hodg� insists that though Pinn�y�s logic Is rslentless,
and to admit his premises is to admit his conclusions, it is
exactly this faot that is his fault, P� ohargas that Pinney
builds his logical tower on contested ground, K� assimiss as
postulat�� what few of his readers would concsd�,
Hodge was a man of tremendous influenoe, especially a-
mong the Old School Presbyterians, and his review of Finney's
work was the occasion of renewed and intense attacks upon his
���"Charles Hodge, "Criticism of Finney's Systematic The
ology," Th� Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review, XVIII
TiSw5, ppT m'-m.
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position* Pinney thought it adviseable to answer Hodge's
oriticisms in the Oberlin Quarterly Review .^^ Althou^ he
oonoeded no principle points of his position, Pinney did make
some adjustments and explanations in the subsequent editions
of his Systcmatio Theology. As far as George P. Iright could
discover, for th� next twenty years after the appearance of
his criticism of Finney's position, Hodge n�v�r read another
word of Flnn�y. tSlh�n Hodge published his own systematic the
ology in the 1860 's he transcribed the body of his criticism
of Finney written twenty years before, and gave no indication
of being aware of Finney's r�plie8 or adju8tm�nts in his sub
sequent writings
Mien the attacks upon Finney by the Calvinistic imper-
feotionists seemed to be jeopardizing the very doctrine of
Christian perfection, the more pietist ic Methodists began to
lay aside their hostility for the serai-P�lagianiBm of Finnay's
theology, and supported him against the antinmian p�rf�ctlon-
ists on the on� hand, and the Calvinistic impsrfectionists on
th� other,21 "jh� Methodists, who at first had raacted against
Finney's approach, now in the early 40 's became mor� apprecia
tive. In mor� mature judgment, they recognized that both
''�''Qharles G, Finney, "Reply to Dr, Hodge," Oberlin Quar
terly R�vi�w. Ill (August 1847), pp. 23-81,
2%�orge F, Wi^lght, "Dr, Hodge's Misrepresentations of
President Finney's System of Theology," Bibleotheca Sacra (April
1876), p, 581,
SI
Gaddis, oit, . p, 374,
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systejas sought the same ends, and attempted to consolidate their
forces against imperfectionlsm and antinomlanism. However, they
were not entirely uncritical of what they conceived to be Inade
quacies in the Oberlin position. ^2
Mot only did Finney himself undergo continual criticism,
but the Oberlin schools, faculty and students, endured bitter
opposition. In 1844 a convention of Flan of Union churches
was held at Cleveland tc devise a means of hedging in "this
fountain of evil and protect the saints from Its pestiferous
malaria,**^� The actual purpose of the meeting was to discuss
the subject of Western education, and the siJ^port of the Wes
tern colleges. The call had been so worded that the Oberlin
delegation expected to take part in th� proceedings, but when
they arrived, proceedings were on foot to shut them out and
all who sympathized with them. Lymn Beecher was th� leading
spirit of that assembly, Ihlle Finney was refused a seat as
a delegate, h@ attended some of the sessions, and reports
that the Oberlin doctrines were described as "worse than Ca
tholicism," Pinney states concerning the object of the con-
ventlon that it was intended "to hedge in Oberlin on �very side,
and crush us, by a public sentiment that would refuse us all
support ,"24
M�^hodlst Quarterly Review. ?ol. 1, Third Series
<1841), pp, 367-il9,
^^Sw��t, The Con^regatlonaliste . p, 20,
2*Finn�y, memoirs of Charles G. Finney, p. 345.
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The effect of suoh msasurss was to arouse discrimination
against Oberlin ministers and missionaries. Many students af
ter graduation from Oberlin found it difficult to become or
dained and obtain churches, "Thus the Huron Presbytery in 1840
refused to examine or license James H, and E, H, Fairchild be
cause they would not declare that they did not believe 'In the
doctrines taught at Oberlin and in their way of doing things. '"26
Beardsley observes that when some of the early students wished
to go as missionaries to the Indians in the Northwest, they
asked the American Board |Congregational } to ocmmission them.
But they were flatly refused. "We oannot. You ar� good men,
and we wish you well, but it will not do. "2�
During the years of this "baptism of fire," Oberlin con
tinued to prosper. The school grew in numbers and influence,
Wtoen souirces of support were out off by the opposition, new
resources were mad� available, Finney records, "I must say,
for the honor of th� grace of God, that none of the opposition
that we met with ruffled our spirits her�, or disturbed us, in
such a sense as to provoke us into a spirit of controversy or
ill feel ing, "27 He continues, making referrenc� to the continued
blessing of God upon th� Oberlin institutions,
25ch��s�bro, 0�, cit , , p, 226.
^^Beardsley, 0�, cit,, p, 156,
^^Flnnoy, o�, cit, . p, 348.
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During these years of smoke and dust, of misapprehen
sion and opposition from without, th� Lord was blessing
us richly within. W� not only prospered in our own souls
here, as a church, but w� had a continuous revival, or
were, in what might properly be regarded as a revival
state. Our students wer� converted by scores; and th�
Lord overshadowed us continmlly with th� cloud of his
mercy. Gales of divine influence swept over us from year
to year, producing abundantly th� f u its of the Spirit
?love, Joy, poace, longsuffering, gentln�ss, goodness,
faith, meekness, tea^eranoe. '28
It was no small apologetic for the truth of his conclu
sions concerning the experience of sanctlfioation that Flnnoy
and his associates at Oberlin were enabl�d to maintain a ehari-
tabl� spirit throughout th� h�at of those days of rsaction.
It is sobering to realis� that all of the reaction discussed
above sprang up from within the church. "Yea, and all that
will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution."
{II Timothy 3:12)
2Qloo . oit
SUMMARY km CONCLnsiOKS
Tills final ohapter has attemptai to concisely suiumarizs
the results of this study. Suggestions concerning areas that
merit further -"esearch has been indicated in the hope of stimu
lating continued interest in the subject,
I . SUMMARY
An atteai>t was first made to establish the significance
of Finney as a religious thinker. Does he merit a hearing?
Having considered the impact of his evangelistic ministry upon
his generation, and its outreach In social concern, it became
obvious that the thought of a man of his influence was of unique
importance to the student of evangelical truth. It was pointed
out that Finney's distinctive contribution to Christian thought
was bis theology of evwigellsm. His teachings were always pre
eminently workable. His theology was seen to be important be
cause it represents the fruit of unusml logical powers ap
proaching the study of religious truth independent of the pre
suppositions and prejiidices of the day. His teaching concern
ing sanctlfioation beeves especially important because it re
presents his most mature thought on a subject which he conceiv
ed to be central in the Christian Faith, It was furthur point
ed out that Finney's oootrine of sanotifioation is of histori
cal significance in that it kept alive the Scriptural doctrin�
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of Ghriatlaa perfection when the Methodist Church had large
ly neglected it,
Furthur study dealt with the personal spiritual experi
ences of Pinney as they affected the developiBent of his thought.
It was seen that out of his conversion came, among other things,
an uashakeable confidence in the truth of th� .Scriptures as
Divine revelation. There came an emphasis upon experiential
religion and the witness of the Spirit. Finney's acquaintance
with the work of th� Spirit in conversion also led him to con
stant dependence wpon the Spirit's ministry in his evangelis
tic labors.
Th� baptism of th� Holy Ghost exp�ri�nc�d by Finney al
most immediately subsequent to his conversion was viewed as
both a sealing or witness of the Holy Spirit to his conversion,
and an enduement of power for service. If Finney was ever
sanctified, however, it was not immediately subsequent to
his conversion, but all indications seem to suggest that ho
�xp�rienc�d the work of the Spirit in this regaini during the
Winter of 1843. Finney's intense interest in the doctrine
was dated frcra the time of his arrival at Obsrlin in 1835.
Furthur study led to the conclusion that Finney's doc
trine of sanctlfioation was the inevitable product of his th�-
ological pr�supi3Q8i tions. It should again be observed, that
Finney differed from Wesley with regard to sanetif ication on
ly insofar as a difference in their th�ological presuppositions
12X
predetenained deviation. The first presupposition was seen
to be the coneept of simplicity of moral action. It was seen
that the principle effect of this teaching upon Finney's
thou^t is to necessitate a change in terminology, particular
ly with regard to the terms sanctlfioation, entire sanotifioa
tion, and permanent sanotif ication. As the idea was presented
to him after his theology had taken more or less substantial
fom, it was seen not to be determinative of his thought.
Finney's understanding of depravity, however, constitu
ted a basic premise of whioh all his subsequent theology is
a logical developaient � It was seen that he insists on a dis
tinction between 'moral depravity,' and 'physical depravity.*
Finney rejected constitutional depravity because he felt it
made logically inevitable natural inability. Finney was de*
termined to maintain the freedom of the will. To him, the
doctrines of total moral depravity and inherited depravity
imdercut that truth. Had he known of the Wesleyan Armlnian
doctrinae concerning prevenient grace and the free gift of
righteousness that accomplish essentially the same iSnds, he
might well have been a Wesleyan Armlnian, Between the age
of aoeountability and conversion all men ar� depraved and
under divine condemnation for both Pinney and th� Wesleyan
Arminiana. In bringing him to that place, Finney strives to
retain th� fr�odom of th� human will and moral responsibility
by denying th� moral quality of physical or constitutional d^sowfty.
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an object achieved by the Wesleyan Arminian doctrine of the
free gift of righteousness and prevenient grace,
Finney's total theology was seen to demand his under
standing of the obligations of moral law as binding upon men.
Obligation was seen to be commensurate with human ability.
Since Finney's understanding of depravity looates sin in the
will and not In the natural constitution, it was found that
he held the operation of the Spirit in conversion and in sane
tif leat ion to be upon the will aivi not upon the natiire or con
stitution of man*
Proceeding to a study of Finney's actual approach to
the doctrine of entire sanctlfioation, it was found that he
maintains that it is possible for man to live in a state of
Christian perfection or absolute conformity to the will of
Ood. Furthermore, it was found that he helds that Christians
stand in desperate need of this experience and, indeed, are
under obligation to seek this state of grace until it is found.
The need for stability, the demand of the individual upon him
self, the command of God, and the full provisions of the Gos
pel were presented as convincing reasons for seeking and claim
ing this grace.
The establishment of the will in its choice of the good
of being as its controlling ultimate Intention was found to be
the actual work accomplished in entire sanetif ication. This
effect was seen to involve not only man's total consecration.
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but a work of the Holy Spirit upon th� heart In response to
faith, that establishes th� will in its consecration, and in
a real sense makes that consecration possible. In all of this,
th� operation of the Spirit of Ood upon the human h�art was
8��n to b� that of 'moral suasion.'
The ssnslbilities or depraved physical appetites and
propensities are dealt with by 'counterdevelopment,' not an
nihilation, or constitutional eradication. It was seen, that
Plnney tam^t that as the Spirit of God reveals Christ In hfs
different relations th� heart, the soul is awakened to its
spiritual relations and possibilities. The soul becomes 'enam
ored* with Christ. The flesh loses more and mor� its appeal.
Whil� always an occasion for teuptStion^ not having moral char-
aoter, the sensibilities are not dealt with directly, but are
controlled and absolutely subjected to th� hi^�r loyaltl��
of th� soul. Ultimately they are disciplined, rede�ra�d, sanc
tified, and at glorification transfigured. Finney would have
it clearly understood that the locus of sin is not in th� sen
sibilities or depraved condition of man, but in the depravity
of the will.
In the teaching of Finney, it was discovered that the
baptism of the Holy Ghost, an experience effected subsequent
to conversion, involves three basic blessinr^Br Cleansing,
Power, and Stability. Finney was s��n definlt�ly to relate
the baptism of the Holy Spirit to the attainment of entire
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sanotifioation. It is never clear, however, that the baptism
of the Spirit always involves the perfect sanotifioation of
the heart. Althou^ his teaching was seen to stress the bap
tism of the Holy Spirit as a definite crisis experienoe, Fin
ney also taught the need of repeated fresh anointings for sub
sequent challenges in the Christian's life.
Furthur study revealed that the Wesleyan Armlnian view
of sanetif ication and that of Charles G. Finney are in sub
stantial agreement. Differences find their basis in Finney's
presuppositions concerning depravity, moral law, and the oper
ation of the Spirit of God upon the heart. Finney and the
Wesleyans were found to agree that it Is possible for men to
live without sin in this life. It is the obligation of every
cairistian to seek the grace of sanotif ication. Sanotifioation
is viewed as distinot from and subsequent to conversion. The
conditions of attaining entire sanotification were seen to be
a sense of need, total consecration, and faith in Christ. Sanc-
tificatlon for both Finney and the Wesleyans was seen to be a
second definite work of grace, wrought in the heart thro\igh
the instrumentality of th� Roly Spirit in response to faith.
It ^as found that th� most significant agreement is at the
point of the expression of this heart condition in the life.
The final chapter pointed up some clues as to th� natur�
and �xt�nt of th� response evoked by Finney's preaching of th�
doctrin� of �ntir� sanotifioation. It was s��n that reaction
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to his teaching is much elmpler to outline than the response to
his proelamation of entire sanetif ication,
II. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STtJDY
tJnexplored areas of Investigation should he pointed up
in order to stimulate interest in fiarthf^r research. A profita
ble study might be undertaken with regard to the Influence of
Pelagius, John Wesley, Jonathan Edwards, Hathaniel Taylor, and
others, upon his thought. There 3s a need for furthur expli
cation of Finney's teaching concerning the counterdevelopsient
of the sensibilities. The area of Finney's defense of free
will, h\ssaan ability, and human responsibility for moral depravi
ty poses some stimulating problems. Finally, consideration
might be given to Finney's influence upon the thought of other
Ghristian theologians.
III. CONCLUSIOH
The total Impact of Finney's ministry is being record
ed in heaven alone. No man set himself to a more careful stu
dy of the doctrine of sanetif ication, Ho man ever gave himself
more earnestly to the task of proclaiming the full possibilities
of grace to th� Church. The last forty years of his long lif�
w�re devoted firimarily to the work of seeking to accomplish the
sanctlfioation of th� churches. This study and proclamation in
volved a continual and sometimes, heroic defince of what he
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conceived to be the central truth of Christian revelation.
His compelling passion to spread these good tidings is epito
mised in the concluding statements of his Views on Sanetif ica
tion.
I have done irinat I could, and thank my Heavenly Father
that I have been spared to say so much In defence of the
great, leading central truth of revelation�TKB FNTIRF
SAHGTIFICATIOl? OF THE CHURCH BY THf SPIRri' OF CHRIST.
And now, blessed and beloved Brethren and listers in
the Lord 'let me beseech you, by the mercies of God, that
you present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy and ac
ceptable to God, i*iich is yoiar reasD nable service.' 'And
may the vei^r God of peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray
God your whole spirit, and soul, and body, be preserved
BLAMELESS unto th� coming of OUR LORD JTFUS CHRIST. Faith
ful is he that calleth you, who also will do it.'l^
Charles G. Finney, Views on Sanotif ication, p. 206.
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APPENDIX A
BIOGRAPHICAL CHR(MOLOGY
OP OHARLES G. FINNEY
1792 August 29, bom In Warren, Litchfield County, Connecticut.
1808 Began teaching at Henderson, New York.
1812 Attended acaderay at Warren, Connecticut.
1818 Entered law office of Judge Benjamin Wright at Adams,
New York, to study for the legal profession.
1820 Was admitted to the bar, and began practise in associa
tion with Judge Wright.
1821 October 10, was converted.
1822 Spring, placed under the care of Rev. George W. Gale to
study for the ministry.
1823 December, licensed to preach.
1824 March, commenced labors at Evans Mills and Antwerp un
der the Female Missionary Society.
July 1, was ordained to the ministry.
October, married Lydia Andrewes. Pour children: Charles
G., Frederick Norton, Helen, Julia. Subsequently married
B'lisabeth Atkinson, and Rebecca Allen Rayl, former assis
tant principal in the ladies department at Oberlin.
1825 Perch Haven, Brownville, LeRayville.
Spring, Gouvernour and DeKalb.
FSll, Western, Rome.
1826 Winter, Utica.
Summer, Auburn.
Winter 1826 - 27, Troy.
1887 New Lebanon; Wilmington, Delaware; Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania .
1828 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1829 Reading, Lancaster, Pennsylvania; Coliombla, Hew York, New
York City.
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1830 Stumor, aooepted pastorate of Third Presbyterian in
Rochester, H.
1831 Auburn (Second series), Buffalo; Providence, Rhode Is
land; Boston, Mass.
1832 April, accepted pastorate of Second Free Presbyterian
Church in the Chatham Street Theater.
1833 Broadway Tabernacle errected.
1834 Trip to the Mediterranean to recover his health.
1835 Returned to Broadway Tabernacle, and began the Revival
Lectures,
Sumswr, 'aceapted call to Oberlin Collegiate Institute
as professor of (Christian Theology.
Winter, returned to Broadway Tabernacle, and commenced
Lectures to Professing Christians .
1836 First gave serious attention to doctrine of sanotifioa
tion.
Winter, completed Leoti:ires to Profess ing Christians at
Broadway Tabernale, including two sermons on Christian
Perfection.
1841 Winter 1841-42, Boston.
1842 Second series at Rochester at invitation of the lawyers.
Lectures on Moral Obligation,
1843 Winter, Boston, Spiritual "overhauling" ( J:anctif led ) .
1846 published two volumes of Systematic Theology .
1849 - 1851 First trip to Fngland. Whitefield Tabernacle.
1851 Sleeted president of Oberlin College.
1851 Winter 1851-52, Hartford, Connecticut.
1852 Winter 1852-83, Syracuse.
1854 Winter 1854-55, Western and Rome, Kew York.
1855 Rochester, New York (third fseries).
1856 Winter 1856-57, Boston, Park St. Church.
1858 Boston.
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1858-59 Second trip to England.
1860-72 Paetor of Firet Congregational Church, Oberlin.
1875 Jtily, finished last course of lectures.
August 16, died at 83 years of age,
APPEIiDIX B
RELATIONS OF CHRIST TO THE SGUL
These relations are suggested in Charles G, Finney's
Guide to the Saviour, reprinted under the editorship of William
E, Allen, as Sanotlf ication,
p, 23 "The light and grace which we need, and which is is the
office of the Holy Spirit to supply, respects mainly the follow
ing things?
(1) Knowledge of ourselves, our past sins, their nature,
aggravation, guilt, and desert of dire damnation,
(2) Knowledge of our spiritual helplessness or weakness,
in consequence of:� ^ ^
(1) The physical depravity or morbid development of
our natures,
(11) The strength of selfish habit,
(ill) The power of temptation tram the world, the flesh,
and Satan,
(3) The need of the light of the Holy Spirit to teach us
the character of God, the nature of His government, the purity
of His law, the necessity and fact of atonement,
(4) The need of being taught of Christ in all His offices
and relations, governmental, spiritual and mixed.
(5) The need of the revelation of Christ to our souls in
all these relations, and in such power as to Induce in us that
appropriating faith, without which Christ is not, and cannot
be, our sa3.vation. i.*
(6) The need to know Christ, for example, in such relations
as the following:
1 . King
2. Mediator
3. Advocate
4. Redeemer
5. Justification
6. Judge
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7, Repairer of the Breach
8� Propitiation for Our fins
9, Surety of a Better Covenant
10� Substitute
11. Risen for Our Justification
12. Man of Sorrows
13 . Healer
14, Made Ein for Us
15 , Govenor
16, Head Over All Things to the Church
17, The All-Powerful One
18, Prince of Peace
19, Captain of Salvation
20, Our Passover
21 � Wisdom
22. Sanetif ication
23, Redemption of the Soul
24, Prophet
25, High Priest
26, The Bread of Life
27, Fountain of the Water of Life
28, The True God
29, Our Life
30. All in All
31, The Resurrection and the Life
32, Bridegroom
SS, Our Shepherd
34, The Door
35, Th� Way
36, The Truth
37, The True Light
38, Christ Within Us
39, Our Strength
40, The Keeper of the ?oul
41, Friend
42, nder Brother
43, The True Vine
44, The Fountain
45 , Jesus
46, Wonderful
47, Counsellor
48, Mighty God
49, Our Shield
SO, Our Portion
51 , Hop�
52, Salvation
53, The Hock of Our Salvation
54, Strength of Our Heart
